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Eudora: E-mail for the Maeirltt1§h 
udora is CSO' s free c-user@uiuc.edu, Eud 
electronic mail program ../ 9}{ ../ ~ -+1 Q] 
for the Macintosh. It t=====:::::::::::==:::::::::::=:=======:::====:==============~=•F-=~ 
provides full Internet To: any-Mac-user@u i uc . edu 
mail capabilities combined with the Sub~~~~ ~~~~y(!u i uc · edu <Carolyn Gedney> 
ease-of-use people come to expect Cc: 
from a Macintosh application. X-Attach~~~ ~ 
Platform 
Eudora will work on a Macintosh 
attached to UIUCnet or a Macintosh 
having only a dial-up/serial connec-
tion (through a modem or Sytek). In 
either case, the Eudora program it-
self resides on the Macintosh sys-
tem, but is designed to interact with 
Electronic .ail is a wonderful comMUnications mediUM. It is fast and 
conven i ent, both for sender and rec i pi en t. It can be used to cOMm._... i ca te 
with people frOM Uet Med to Beckman and lfro"' Moscow to Hong Kong. 
Eudora is a Macintosh application that lets you send and receive e-mail 
w i th Macintosh ease-of -use . You don' t have to learn any Un i x or CMS 
co.mands, and you don' t need to pay any .oney. 
If you have a Macintosh and a 11odem, Eudora w i ll work for you. If you 
use Mac in toshes at CSO pub l i c s i tes, Eudora w i ll work for you. If yot.r 
off i ce has Mac in toshes connected o U IOCne t, Eudora w i ll work for IJOU ... 
a Post Office Protocol 3 (''POP 3") ..._----------------------------....1.5;!1 
Eudora has a complete Macintosh interface, meaning that in 
spite of the need for the intermediary Unix (POP server) machine, 
no mainframe knowledge and related operating system commands 
are needed. 
server program that runs on a remote Unix machine. Besides 
managing some mail-related tasks that a microcomputer by itself 
isn'tdesignedtohandle,aPOPserveractsasatemporaryrepository 
for incoming mail. Your unique password-protected account on the 
POP server machine receives and holds incoming messages until 
they are picked up by Eudora. Similarly, when you create and send 
outgoing messages through Eudora, they are frrst forwarded to a 
mainframe (having a requisite SMTP server program) and are 
transmitted from there onto the network at large. All other process-
ing, storage and organization of messages takes place through the 
Eudora program which runs on each individual Macintosh. 
Eudora runs under the single Finder or Multifinder, and requires 
only260K of memory (RAM). Eudora functions on any Macintosh 
model from a 512KE up to a Ilfx. A hard disk or at least two 800K 
floppies are recommended, although it can be run on a single 800K 
drive. 
If you don't have your own Macintosh, Eudora is also being 
installed on the Macintoshes at the CSO Public Sites, so that 
students and staff may use these machines to send and receive mail. 
Basic Features 
You may use Eudora to exchange mail with anyone on the 
Internet, BITNET, PROFS, HEPNet, the UUCP network, Ap-
pleLink and CompuServe. 
The Eudora text editor makes use of standard Macintosh word-
processing features (including such functions as cut, copy, paste, 
select all, and undo) for creating and manipulating message text, 
and even to create plain text files. 
Eudora comes with a very flexible nicknames utility for fast 
addressing purposes. A single user's address or multiple addresses 
can be assigned to one nickname. Eudora will also allow you to 
create a menu of common recipients (full addresses or nicknames) 
for point-and-click ease in addressing. 
A signature file can automatically be placed at the closing of all 
outgoing messages. Messages rejected and returned by mail system 
can be automatically reconverted to their original format for changes 
and retransmission. 
Eudora can run in the background under Multifinder, automati-
cally performing periodic checks for new mail at the POP server. 
Eudora provides visual and audible notification when new mail 
arrives, regardless of what Macintosh application is currently 
running. 
As far as receiving mail is concerned, Eudora allows you to 
(continued on page 7) 
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cc:Mail- E-mail for the LAN 
I n an effort to address the growing need on campus for a comprehensive, high-quality and affordable e-mail solu-tion for departmental LANs, CSO has negotiated a site 
license for cc:Mail, a commercial e-mail package espe-
cially popular with users of DOS computers . 
Platform 
cc:Mail works on nearly all types and mixes of networked 
microcomputers, including DOS, OS/2 , and Macintosh systems. 
Its greatest functionality is currently provided for DOS and OS/2 
machines, although future versions (free to licensees) promise 
significant enhancements to the Macintosh product cc:Mail can 
only function within a proprietary LAN environment, meaning that 
all microcomputers on the LAN interact with and function around 
a dedicated computer known as a file server. The file server can be 
any system that is accessible as a DOS drive, although if Macintosh 
systems are included, it must be accessible as a Macintosh volume 
as well. The file server must also have adequate hard drive space 
for mail storage; cc:Mail operates such that one copy of each e-mail 
message is stored in a single directory, known as the upost office," 
residing on the file server. All message-processing tasks, however, 
• take place at user ustations," that is, the individual peripheral 
microcomputers on the LAN. cc:Mail is compatible with all major 
LAN operating systems that run on file servers, including 3Com 3+ 
Open, Novell Netware, and Banyan Vines. 
Basic Features 
Users on LANs connected to UIUCnet and equipped with the 
components of the U of/ cc:Mail Package(discussed later) will be 
able to exchange mail with other users on the Internet, BITNET, and 
UUCP networks. In addition, such a cc:Mail site will be able to 
communicate with remote cc:Mail sites not connected to UIUCnet 
but accessible over telephone lines. 
One of cc:Mail's greatest advantages is its intuitive user inter-
face, which is menu-driven and uses common upaper mail'' tenni-
nology. For DOS machines, menu choices only deal with the 
function at hand, and the most likely menu choice is highlighted for 
greater ease-of-use. An extensive context-sensitive 'help' option 
is always just a keystroke away. cc:Mail features a flexible text 
editor for the creation of the text of the message. 
An automatic notification program can run in the background of 
a cc:Mail user's machine, conducting periodic checks to the file 
server for new mail, and providing a visual and/or audible alarm 
when new mail arrives. 
As far as message management is concerned, incoming mes-
sages can be printed at a local printer, and copied to, categorized and 
stored in private mail folders. They might also be written to files, 
or posted to public bulletin boards accessible to the other cc:Mail 
users on the LAN. Messages can be archived in an encrypted format 
and can be transferred in bulk to other cc:Mail systems. 
Search tools are provided (currently for DOS and OS/2 systems 
only) that can locate stored messages within folders or bulletin 
boards or archives, according to keywords in the ''To" and 
usubject" fields of the header, and dates. 
Not only does cc:Mail allow nicknames to be used as substitutes 
for full Internet addresses, but menu-type mail directories can 
provide a further means for quick addressing. Public and private 
mailing lists can make addressing for group-mailings more conven-
ient as well. 
Advanced Features 
Like making a photocopy to send to someone, the DOS or OS/ 
2 cc:Mail user can enclose screen captures, or usnapshots," of any 
application in messages and send them to other cc:Mail users. This 
graphics attachment utility is currently limited in its flexibility; 
DOS and OS/2 cc:Mail systems may exchange such graphics 
("snapshot'') files, although 
Macintosh cc:Mail systems may 
only receive the snapshots. It is 
not currently possible to trans-
fer any graphics images over 
UIUCnet connections (even if 
the recipient is a cc:Mail user), 
although transfers over public 
telephone lines to other cc:Mail 
sites is possible. 
In addition, a built-in file 
transfer capability provides for 
the exchange of multiple docu-
ments as attachments tocc:Mail 
messages. These documents 
may be files of any size and type; binary files are converted to uu-
encoded format for transport over UIUCnet, although this conver-
sion will be transparent among cc:Mail users. While cc:Mail 
Macintosh systems can receive files of any type, they currently can 
only send plain text files. 
cc:Mail' s text editor program for creating messages can import 
text files, and also allows one to conveniently highlight words or 
paragraphs within cc:Mail messages. A counterpart graphics editor 
(including circle, rectangle, line and freehand drawing) that can 
operate in CGA, EGA and VGA modes is also available to DOS and 
OS/2 cc:Mail systems. This editor can be used to create a custom 
graphic or modify screen "snapshots" before sending them. 
For extra security, end-to-end message encryption is provided 
among cc:Mail users. Optional return receipts give notice when a 
cc:Mail recipient has actually read a message, or when the message 
has been successfully forwarded to a recipient on a remote system. 
(continued on page 8) 
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netNEWS 
New Central Stores Online Ordering 
Central Stores order requisitions may now be placed electronically 
through the campus network. Advantages of this service include 
access to current catalog pricing, faster turnaround time for deliv-
ery, and keyword search capabilities, all at no additional cost to the 
client The new system creates and transmits orders, and automati-
cally processes the UFAS committnent for that transaction. A 
PROFS account is required to use this new service (University staff 
members may call the AISS Help Desk at333-3102 for infonnation 
on obtaining a free PROFS account). 
June. Tosignupforaclass,orforadditionalinfonnationonthenew 
Central Stores online system, call Cathy Reisner at244-1033. 
-9--9--9-
New Chicago Terminal Server 
It is recommended that interested users attend a one-time train-
ing class (2 hours duration) for instructions on properly using the 
new system. Openings are still available for classes taking place in 
Dial-up users may now access machines on UIUCnet and the UIC 
network through a tenninal server located in Chicago. The advan-
tage of such a service is that the long-distance calls from the 
Chicago area to the tenninal server in Champaign are eliminated. 
Twelve dial-up modems are available starting at (312) 413-3200. 
These modems will operate at 2400/480019600 baud, and will auto-
matically adjust to the baud rate of your modem. These modems 
confonn to theCCITI V .32 specs for9600 bps, CCI1T V.22bis for 
2400 bps, and are capable of CCITT V.42 error 
correction, as well as MNP Class 5 and V.42bis data 
compression. While connecting at 9600 baud, using 
V.42bis, one's effective throughput can be as high as 
38,400 bps for a typical text file. 
NEW UIUCNET BACKBONE 
CONNECTIONS: 
Aero Lab A 
Davenport Hall-Anthropology 
Annory-Athletics/Air Force 
Capital Programs/Merriam Lab N. 
Central Stores 
CSO-Woodshop 
Engineering Hall 
English Bldg 
Illini Tower-AISS 
McKinley Health Center 
Mumford 
Music 
Physical Plant/South Garage 
Plant and Animal Biotech Lab 
University Inn/Ofc. Telecomm 
NETWORK INSTALLATION 
IN PROGRESS: 
Art and Design 
Burrill Hall 
Illini Tower-AISS 
Law 
Lincoln Hall 
Mechanical Engineering Lab 
Morrill Hall 
Psychology-Green St 
School of Social Work 
Transportation Bldg 
NETWORK INSTALLATION 
ANTICIPATED: 
Altgeld 
Chemistry Annex 
Microelectronics Lab 
Nat Resrc Bldg Annex area 
NETWORK DESIGN 
IN PROGRESS: 
Animal Sciences 
Architecture 
Area Studies Center Building 
Aviation 
Campus Honors 
College of Nursing 
Computing and Systems Res. Lab 
Davenport Hall-Chem Eng 
Grad. School of Lib. & Info. Sci. 
Gregory Hall 
Harker Hall-UI/Foundation 
Henry Admin-Business Systems 
Housing Sites 
Huff Hall 
Inst. Gvmt. & Public Affairs 
Landscape Architecture 
Natural History Bldg 
Roger Adams Lab 
School of Life Sciences 
Survey Research Lab 
Swanlund 
Veterinary Med. Basic Sciences 
Veterinary Med. Large Animal Clinic 
Veterinary Med. Small Animal Clinic 
Turner Hall 
University Press 
Along with the twelve dial-up lines, there are also 
four SLIP (Serial Line Internet Protocol) lines, start-
ing with (312) 413-3212. These lines will operate 
only at38,400 bps. Both the regular dial-up and SLIP 
lines have access control restricting one's connec-
tions to Internet machines having the uiuc.edu and 
uic.edu domains. For help or further infonnation, call 
(312) 996-2493. 
-9--9-~ 
Better AISS Interface 
To provide more "user-friendly" access to the Admin-
istrative Computing Network (ACN), the University 
Office of Administrative Infonnation Systems and 
Services (AISS) is in the process of introducing its 
newly developed Client Access System (CAS). CAS 
is an interface that manages one's access to approved 
AISS services (e.g. PROFS e-mail, RAMIS). It 
makes most connections more "transparent" to the 
end-user by lessening the number of steps and prior 
knowledge needed. One highlight of CAS is the 
elimination of entering one's user ID and password 
for each selected application. 
Conversion to CAS is currently taking place, 
beginning with AISS clients having direct connec-
tions to the ACN, followed by users accessing through 
modems and UIUCnet. Client departments will be 
notified before they are converted to CAS. Questions 
and comments about conversion to CAS may be 
directed to the AISS Information Center hotline at 
333-4003.0 
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New Networking Documentation Available 
IDII::t!s~~~~';:!~:~~:~~~~n4, - ~ ~AJ'-r.J ing how to access and use those services. -=-~ ~ 
CSO's Network Design Office has recently issued 4fl!? ~ £__AI!5~ 
a group of six User Guides, which are relatively 
The Nameserver' s version of 
the Student/Staff Directory is a 
popular resource for phone nu_m-
bers and addresses of University 
students and staff members. It also 
short but comprehensive manuals designed to as- -.. 
sist the average user with most aspects of the respective 
network service. The following User Guides will be available for 
free from the CSO Resource Center (1420 OCL, 1304 W. Spring-
field, Urbana) beginning May 7, 1991. 
UG 1100 - DHnet OnHne (LCSgated) 
LCSgated is the name of a CSO-developed interface to a library 
catalog system, specifically, Illinet Online. Illinet Online is com-
prised of two separate but closely linked database systems that hold 
catalog information from multiple university libraries around the 
state, including the University of Illinois. These two databases are 
the Library Computer Systems (LCS) and Full Bibliographic 
Records (FBR). 
The LCSgated interface accepts any LCS or FBR commands, in 
addition to its own group of commands which are probably easier 
to learn. LCSgated commands perform all of the typical online 
tasks that the library user would need. 
This User Guide explains the LCSgated command set, which 
allows for searches on a book by title, author, call number, shelf area 
or subject. LSCgated commands also allow for the checking out of 
library items, for their delivery by campus mail (staff only), and for 
renewal or saving of library items. 
UG 1101 -The CSO Terminal Servers (Revised) 
A terminal server is a computer system that makes access to the 
campus network available to dial-in and Sytek users. Such users 
either have an ASCII terminal or run a communications program on 
their microcomputer that emulates such a device, and may use the 
terminal servers to login to almost any multi-user machine con-
nected to UIUCnet. These include CSO mainframes as well as 
many departmental systems. The terminal servers may also be used 
to access a number of public UIUCnet services, such as the 
LCSgated interface and the online Oxford English Dictionary II. 
This User Guide describes terminal server commands, ways to 
deal with flow control and connection problems, and includes a 
tutorial and quick reference sheet 
UG 1200 -The CSO Nameserver ('Ph') 
The CSO Nameserver provides UIUCnet users with easy online 
access to useful information, including the University's Student/ 
Staff Directory, weather conditions and forecasts, and the current 
Timetable. The CSO Nameserver is probably most identifiable on 
campus by the portion of it that handles user requests for the various 
types of information, namely, a program called 'ph'. 
includes many persons' electronic mail 
addresses and office hours. A key thing to 
know about the Nameserver is that you can add to and change the 
information the Nameserver maintains about you. 
Weather data available through the Nanieserver includes com-
prehensive weather condition reports for many cities throughout 
Illinois as well as the nation. Forecasts and special reports may also 
be obtained. 
The Timetable, detailing the University class schedules of the 
current semester for registration purposes, is also offered. 
This User Guide details the access to and limitations of this 
service, as well as instructions for obtaining or changing informa-
tion through the CSO Nameserver. 
UG 1201 -The Oxford English Dictionary D (OED2) 
The complete Oxford English Dictionary Version II (OED2) is a 
major literary resource and research tool of the English language, 
and is available online to all UIUCnet users. Its information is 
organized in a database stored on a CSO mainframe, with a CSO-
developed interface that allows you to access desired portions of 
dictionary information. 
This User Guide describes the various command options of the 
user interface that provides for selecting and sorting dictionary data 
as well as screen and printer output formats. 
UG 1300 - Understanding E-Mail Addresses 
Many different types of networks have been integrated and made 
compatible with one another, at least for the purposes of exchanging 
electronic mail. However, a uniform electronic mail addressing 
scheme has yet to be adopted universally. Until that time, one 
should be aware of and know how to deal with the heterogeneous 
addressing conventions of different wide-area networks. 
This User Guide, based on a series of articles appearing in the 
CSO publication UIUCnet, explains the e-mail address environ-
ment for the Internet, BITNET, and UUCP-style networks. It also 
explains specific methods for addressing mail to be exchanged 
between those networks. 
UG 1301 - CSO E-Mail to Fu Gateway 
Facsimile ("fax") machines are a relatively old but increasingly 
popular method for transmitting information between two loca-
tions. Fax machines can be inconvenient to use for many people 
since it often means searching out the machine, dealing with an 
(continued on page 7) 
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No VISA Required g he payback of computer networking increases as the distance between the communicating ends increases. Replacing travel between UIUC and Fermilab near Chi-
g y a computer connection is good, the replacing of travel from 
UIUC to CERN in Switzerland is better. Therefore, there is much 
scientific demand to make the Internet (the collection of research 
and education networks to which UIUCnet belongs) as global a 
facility as possible. 
The networking community is attempting to meet this demand. 
Connections are being installed between Scandinavia and Japan, 
the U.S. and Japan, the U.S. to New Zealand, New Zealand to 
Antarctica, the U.S. to Korea, and the U.S. to the Australia. 
Although the demand exists, there are also impediments to this 
expansion. These impediments fall into three categories: budget-
ary, technical, and political/legal. 
Budgetary constraints are obvious. International connections 
are expensive. These expenses 
are both reasonable (i.e .. the ..-::.~...,."7"':11~...,., 
distances involved are greater), 
and bureaucratic (e.g. some --~~.c..J.~G 
state-run telephone companies 
charge both by the line and byte for data). A 56 
kilobit/second line (the minimum speed connection used on cam-
pus) between Denmark and Japan costs $14,000 per month. 
Technical constraints are mostly caused by the lack of a tele-
communications infrastructure to support a network. This is 
especially true of eastern Europe and lesser developed countries. 
.. . Llll . 
]):·: •: :::::· 
0:\U.:::. 
. · >:::: 
There are hopes that a Scandinavian- Warsaw link and a Switzer-
land - Krakow - Novosibirsk link can be installed. These connec-
tions will probably be limited to 9600 bits/second, because that is 
the highest speed available from the telephone system in the ar-eas 
involved. 
Like medicine, the technology of networking is outpacing the 
ability of the political/legal system to deal with it This presents the 
grea~st impediment to the global expansion of the Internet. Unfor-
tunately, many times these threats defy logic. For years one has 
been able to direct distance dial most of the world and, using any 
of a number of file transfer protocols, PC's and modems could 
transfer arbitrary files. Suddenly, because there is a more visible, 
faster speed connection, worries about the export of technology 
have surfaced. This is shared both by the Department of Com-
merce, which is worried about countries on restricted export lists, 
and owners of copyrighted and patented information. The latter 
concern is that once transferred to 
countries with weaker copyright or 
patent laws, their rights in these ar-
eas will no longer be protected. 
There are also problems where 
the networking community moves 
in directions which seem perfectly 
reasonable, yet when moving into 
different countries might violate so-
cial mores. An example of this is the 
(continued on page 6) 
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®~ What type of wiring is used on UIUCnet? 
£ Q A transmission medium is a physical means 
Q through which a signal moves when travers-
: : ing from one point to another. In tenns of networking, 
transmission media connects machines and allows 
.. : them to communicate; it may consist of wires, cable, or 
· • even wireless links such as radio. The three basic types 
· of media used in the various components of UIUCnet 
are twisted pair cable, coaxial cable and fiber optic cable. 
Twisted pair cable contains two thin solid wires twisted around 
each other. The twisting of the wires gives the medium increased 
immunity to outside electrical interference, which allows it to be 
used for high-speed networking. This type of cable is found in 
many different fonns and can be ordered in almost any 
combination of number of pairs, shielding, and covering that 
you can imagine. The two major divisions are shielded 
twisted pair (STP) and unshielded twisted pair (UTP). 
Shielded twisted pair (STP) has an extra conductive 
sheath covering the wires, which reduces interference from 
outside sources of electrical energy. mM 16 Mbps Token 
Ring Networks are implemented with STP. Unshielded 
twisted pair (UTP) does not have this extra protection but is 
muchlessexpensive. UTP is utilized in the lOBaseTstandard 
of ethernet, Appletalk networks, IBM 4 Mbps Token Ring, and 
in local telephone connections. 
Unshielded twisted pair is the most thin, light; and physi-
cally flexible of media used in networks. The increasing use 
of this media on campus is due to the fact that it already exists 
in most University buildings (the campus was extensively 
re-wired for both voice and data a few years ago), and recent 
advances in technology that pennit its use in high-speed 
networking. The speed at which data can be transmitted over 
UTP is derived from a fairly complicated fonnula, but the 
bottom line is the faster the data goes, the shorter the distance 
for which the UTP cable (or any media) can be used. For 
example, a single segment of Apple Talk (230,400 bits/sec) 
can be run over a thousand feetofUTP, but lObaseTethernet 
(1 0,000,000 bits/sec) should only be run on distances of a few 
hundred feet of UTP. Twisted pair is also restricted to base-
band transmission, meaning it is limited to having one commu-
nications channel. With a single communications channel, only 
one user's data can propagate along the media at any moment 
Good management of data traffic flow, combined with high 
transmissions speeds implemented in networks today, work 
around this limitation. This is as opposed to broadband trans-
mission, or a large bandwidth that can be divided into several 
independent communication channels, like a multilane high-
way. 
Coaxial cable, or "coax," is a commonly used transmis-
sion medium that consists of a central conducting wire sur-
rounded by a second concentric conductive sheath, with the 
two conductors separated by a layer of insulation. Generally 
speaking, coaxial cable can be used for greater distances than 
twisted pair wiring. Ethernet, a baseband network specification, is 
also implemented on thin and thick versions of coaxial cable. Coax 
is also used in broadband technologies, such as Sytek Localnet and 
cable television. All coaxial cable is not alike; each type has its own 
particular electrical characteristics which prevents one, for ex-
• 
. 
. 
. 
. 
ample, from substituting Sytek coax for that used 
in ethernet wiring . 
Fiber optic cable, or "fiber," is the 
third type of transmission media with 
many advantages, including the capacity 
for an extremely large bandwidth, higher 
transmission speeds over longer distances, 
and great immunity from external interference. It usually 
consists of an inner cylinder of glass called the core, surrounded by 
a cylindrical glass shell of lower refractive index, called the clad-
ding. This is encased in a plastic jacket for strength. Electronics 
must be included at both ends of the fiber for an appropriate 
conversion of the electronic signals from the copper wire to optical 
signals on the fiber. Ethernet runs of up to three kilometers can be 
made over fiber optic cable. 0 _ Carolyn Gedney 
Distances allowed for a single unrepealed segment of ethernet 
for various media (ethernet speed= 10,000,000 bits/sec). 
Media 
UTP 
thin-coax 
thick-coax 
fiber-optic cable 
Distance 
lOOm 
185m 
500m 
3000m 
No Visa Required 
(continued from page 5) 
development of an international standard X.500, a very complete 
computer "telephone white pages" equivalent After designing 
this nice facility, it was discovered that it violated privacy laws in 
many Scandinavian countries and had to be modified. Another 
example is that of privacy-enhanced mail. This was a standard de-
veloped because of user demand which allowed a mail message to 
be transferred across the network with an encrypted text body. A 
variety of governmental agencies became upset because enforce-
ment of a number of rules and laws becomes more difficult when 
the contents of a message is no longer obvious. 
So, for the most part, we have the irresistible forces meeting 
almost immovable objects. This allows progress to be made, but 
not quite as fast as most researchers and educators would like. 0 
- Ed Krol 
University ofllllnols 
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Eudora 
(continued from page 1) 
easily reply to, forward, or redirect an incoming message. You can 
also delete the message, print the message, or save it to a separate 
file that will open to your favorite word-processing program. 
Any number of uniquely named 44mailboxes" can be created for 
convenient storage and organization of received messages, and 
mailboxes in turn can be further categorized within mail "folders" 
and "su~folders." Messages can be moved between mailboxes and 
mailboxes can be moved between folders. Both mailboxes and mail 
folders can be renamed and removed. Messages can even be sorted 
within mailboxes by sender, subject, or arrival time. 
Eudora'sfind utility is useful for searching for specified text 
within a single message or among multiple messages and mail-
boxes. 
Advanced Features 
Eudora allows you to attach any Macintosh file to a message and 
send it to any other e-mail user. Unless it is a plain ASCll text file, 
Eudora encodes it in BinHex format. If the recipient also uses 
Eudora, the file will be automatically reconverted to its original 
form; non-Eudora recipients will receive the attachment as a Bin-
Hex file which can easily be reconverted to its original form. 
Eudora provides easy access to the 'ph' utility, useful for finding 
not only student/staff directory listings, but many e-mail addresses 
of users on campus. 
The many user preferences and 
options available in Eudora allow B 
extensive tailoring of the program Eudora 
to your own individual needs. 
Obtaining Eudora e-· ---
of ~::e~!~·:;!:;:a; ~-~ 
needed to Implement It IS ~ ~ ~ 
absolutely free. While it does require a recent version of the System 
and Finder, and a copy of MacTCP (if your machine has a UIUCnet 
connection)ortheCommunicationsToolbox(ifyou'llberelyingon 
a modem), all of these programs are free to University students, 
faculty, and staff. 
For Eudora to work, you will also need an account on a Unix 
machine (to serve as a "POP" account). Students may use their free 
Unix accounts on CSO's uxa for this purpose, while faculty and 
staff may use existing uxl or uxh accounts. This doesn't mean you 
will be using one of the Unix e-mail programs; as far as the Eudora 
application is concerned, your only interaction with this account 
will be knowing your account name and password (of course, using 
your existing Unix account as a POP account for Eudora doesn't 
preclude its use for other purposes). Students may sign up for a free 
account on the CSO machine uxa in Room 8 English Building 
(southeast comer of the basement), 244-0368. 
For staff members who don't already have a Unix account, CSO 
will provide a Eudora POP account for free. Faculty and staff may 
sign up for a free POP account on the machine uxl at the CSO 
Accounting and Distribution Office, 333-6760, 1420 DCL, 1304 
W. Springfield Ave. 
Copies of Eudora version 1.2 (including documentation), 
MacTCP, and Communications Toolbox are available from the 
Microcomputer Resource Center (MRC), 244-6261, 1420 DCL, 
1304 W. Springfield Ave. Please bring 2 formatted blank disks. 
For those so inclined, Eudora, its documentation, MacTCP and 
Communications Toolbox can be obtained via anonymous ftp to 
ux 1.cso.uiuc.edu in the mac/eudora subdirectory. 
Documentation 
The Eudora program is accompanied by a written tutorial that 
covers the basic features of the program, as well as a newly revised 
reference gUide that explains in greater detail Eudora's many 
functions and options. Whether obtained on diskette from theMRC 
or via anonymous ftp (see above), these documents will be in 
"image file" format This means that you must use the accompany-
ing "viewer" program to open them and view them on your screen 
and/or print them out on a LaserWriter or Image Writer. You may 
also purchase the hardcopy Eudora manual for $4 at the CSO 
Accounting and Distribution Desk, (333-7752) in 1420 DCL. 
Further Help 
If you need extta assistance in some aspect of the installation, 
configuration, or functioning of Eudora, MacTCP, or Communica-
tions Toolbox, call the CSO Microcomputer Consulting Office, 
244-0608, 1420 DCL, 1304 W. Springfield Ave. 
The Eudora program is being used extensively world-wide and 
was written by Steven Domer,a CSO Research Programmer. Steve 
is also the author of the popular CSO Nameserver ('ph') software. 
0 
- Carolyn Gedney 
New Documentation 
(continued from page 4) 
operator, and handling forms and fees. 
UIUCnet users now have that string of steps eliminated, due to 
a CSO service that allows for"fax from the desktop." CSO' s e-mail 
to fax gateway allows a UIUCnet user to send an e-mail message to 
almost any fax machine in the U.S. Some restrictions apply. This 
User Guide details the guidelines and directions for sending an e-
mail message to someone with access to a fax machine. 
Other User Guides scheduled for release this summer include UG 
#400-File Transfer Protocol {FTP),and UG#202-The nn Netnews 
Reader (for Unix electronic bulletin boards). 0 
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cc:Mail 
(continued from page 2) 
Network administrators are provided with cc:Mail 's configuration 
flexibility and automated management features. 
Obtaining cc:Mail 
The cost of cc:Mail is $45 per mailbox, with a minimum license 
of ten mailboxes, and with incremental licenses of ten at the same 
rate. Licensing cc:Mail entitles a department/group to all software 
components of the U of I cc:Mail Package. This includes all 
software needed to run cc:Mail on DOS, OS/2 and Macintosh 
systems. The package also includes the cc:Mail Gateway which 
allows you to contact other cc:Mail sites over a modem connection, 
and the cc:Mail Link to SMTP. which provides for sending and 
receiving e-mail over the Internet Each of these programs requires 
its own dedicated though minimally equipped microcomputer. A 
third product included in the package is cc:Maillmport/Export, a 
directory transfer utility for the cc:Mail administrator. 
Yet another product in the cc:Mail product line, called cc:Mail 
Remote, provides almostequivalentcc :Mail functionality for stand-
alone DOS machines having modems but no network connection. 
Its purpose is to allow a DOS user to have direct dial-up access to 
an already-established cc:Mail mailbox from home or when 
travelling. cc:Mail Remote costs an additional $85 per mailbox 
(which includes documentation), and requires that the accessed site 
. <:: ::: 1 .. .... : • 
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be running cc:Mail Gateway with a modem (cc:Mail servers 
currently are not accessible through a CSO terminal server). 
The UIUC license agreement for the cc:Mail package includes 
free software upgrades and support. The cost of a complete set of 
documentation (required for the departmental cc:Mail administra-
tor) is $90; individual user manuals range from $15 to $20. Mter 
Oct. 1, 1993, a yearly renewal fee of about $5 per mailbox per year 
will be required of cc:Mail users on campus to defray CSO 
maintenance payments to cc:Mail, Inc., a division of Lotus. 
Those departments and groups interested in the cc:Mail option 
for e-mail should obtain from the CSO Resource Center (1420 
DCL, 244-1258) a document called the U of I cc:Mail Package, 
which explains the capabilities of cc:Mail software and the site 
license in much greater detail. Questions about cc:Mail may also 
be forwarded to Randy Cotton at 244-1203 (or via e-mail tor-
cotton@uiuc.edu). 0 - Carolyn Gedney 
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UIUCnet: E Pluribus Unum 
I f your desktop computer or building is not yet connected to the campus network (or even if it is), you may still be in the dark 
about how and why the UIUCnet project got started and what is 
involved in getting connected. The following paragraphs provide 
a brief glimpse into the history of the UIUCnet project, some details 
on its implementation, and the status of the project to date. 
UIUCnet: Where It All Began 
In the mid and late 1980s a growing number of university 
faculty and staff sought custom network solutions to meet some 
unique and not-so-unique needs. Some staff required fast and 
reliable access to specific AISS or CSO mainframes. Others 
wanted local file and print sharing services. Still others wanted 
access to regional and national research networks such as the ARPA 
Internet, NSFnet, and BITNET, to mention only a few. At this time, 
three separate university departments-AISS, CSO, and the Office 
Of Telecommunications-as well as a number of private local 
vendors offered networking services to the campus. Typically, 
their solutions provided for one computer or terminal to communi-
cate with a single host or small group of computers, but did not 
allow for connectivity between the many and multifarious networks 
that had sprung up on the UIUC campus. 
The first steps towards establishing a unified campus-wide 
network were taken in 1987 and 1988 when the resources of the 
College of Engineering, CSO, NCSA, and numerous other univer-
sity departments were coordinated by the CSO networking group to 
form an ad hoc campus computer network. In the following year, 
the Campus Committee on Network Planning identified the need 
for a more integrated approach to campus networking. The commit-
tee developed a plan that would serve the diverse data comm unica-
tions needs of the campus and gave responsibility for implementing 
this plan to the Computing Services Office. Campus funds were set 
aside to supply Internet connectivity 
(i.e., communications using the 
TCP/IP group of protocols) to ap-
proximately 10,000 workstations on 
campus. The use of a common set of 
protocols would guarantee that ev-
ery workstation connected to 
UIUCnet could, at least theoreti-
cally, communicate with every other networked computer on 
campus as well as with those on regional and national TCP/IP 
compliant networks, thus creating a single logical campus-wide 
network. Locally these connections were to be made as close to 
LAN speeds as possible while still consistent with sound engineer-
ing and network management practices. 
The UIUCnet implementation is now handled by two groups 
within CSO, the Network Design Office (NDO) and the Campus 
Area Networking (CAN) group. NDO manages the design and 
installation of in-building local area networks that can interoperate 
with UIUCnet, while CAN is responsible for the campus-wide 
networking infrastructure (the connections between buildings) and 
connections to the outside world. Additionally, members of the 
campus Telecommunications group and AISS work part-time on 
the UIUCnet project, ensuring the broad perspective and coopera-
tion envisioned by the UIUCnet planning committee. 
A Typical Installation 
Connecting a building to the campus network is a multistage 
process generally initiated by the building residents themselves. 
Typically, a departmental representative or committee will contact 
the NDO in order to discuss the networking requirements of the 
building and request design services. When resources within the 
NDO become available, a designer for the project will coordinate 
with CAN and various other subcontractors (e.g., Telecommunica-
tions and Operations and Maintenance) and suppliers to have the 
network installed. 
The installation usually involves wiring every B-jack (the 
unused jack adjacent to the telephone jack) that may eventually 
require networking to a central location in a building. These wires 
terminate in a modular jack panel making it convenient for the 
\.--:1~=mi~~ 
network administrator (a building occupant who 
has assumed responsibility for the network) to 
modify the network to accommodate occupancy 
changes. Patch cables provide the link between 
the jack panel and a repeater or group of repeaters (devices that 
amplify data signals), and each repeater, in tum, connects to a 
campus-backbone router in the building or in one of five major 
telecommunications nodes located throughout the campus. 
(continued on page 3) 
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New Releases of PC/TCP Plus 
and NCSA Telnet Now Available 
U pgrades to several TCP/IP software packages for IBM PCs and Macintosh computers have recently become available. 
Last spring FTP Software, Inc. released version 2.05 of PC!TCP 
Plus & NetBIOS, a robust collection of TCP/IP applications and 
utilities for the IBM PC and compatibles. New versions of NCSA 
Telnet for the Macintosh and PC have also appeared over the 
summer. Below are brief descriptions of the new releases and 
information on how to obtain them. 
PC/TCP Plus & NetBIOS Release 2.05 
Release 2.05 of the site-licensed software product PC!TCP 
Plus & NetBIOS is now available through the CSO Accounting and 
multiple sessions. Session windows are now automatically num-
bered, and a staggered window option in the preferences menu 
prevents the title bar of windows in the background from being 
hidden. 
Tektronix 4105 graphics terminal emulation and support for 
line mode negotiation, a method of transmission whereby data is 
sent a full line at a time rather than character by character, have been 
added. Line mode is only available on hosts that support it and is 
currently limited to sessions with Cray supercomputers. 
The new Mac release also handles domain lookup (the process 
of associating a network IP number with a mnemonic name) 
through the MacTCP resolver. Improved memory management 
Distribution Office. PC/fCP Plus is a commercial r--------------------------------, 
• File Edit Session Network Connections implementation of the TCP/IP protocol suite spe-
cifically designed to run on IBM PC, XT, AT, 
PS/2 and compatible computers. Like many of its 
public domain counterparts, PC/fCP Plus includes 
several standard TCP/IP applications for the PC, 
such as telnet for interactive login to remote hosts 
and ftp (file transfer protocol) client and server 
programs for transferring files between one's own 
PC and other hosts on UIUCnet or the Internet at 
large. PC/fCP also comes with a variety of utilities 
not commonly available in public domain TCP/IP 
packages including a program for reading, creating, 
and organizing el~tronic mail (vmail), an NFS 
client (lnterdrive), and a program for redirecting 
DOS print jobs to networked printers. Most of the 
features of the previous version of PC/fCP Plus as 
well as those now included in release 2.05 were 
detailed in the Oct./Nov. 1990 issue of UIUCnet, 
vol. 3 #7. 
4:37pm up 10 days 1 9: 171 64 users 1 I oad average: 1 . 53 1 1 . 
ux1 1> ftp ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu 
Connected to zaphod .ncsa.uiuc.edu. 
220 zaphod FTP server <Uersion 4. 176 Mon Jun 10 13:05:47 COT 
Name (ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu:ward): anonymous 
331 Please send email alias as password . (i .e . joesmith@ncsa .ui 
Passw'>rd: 
230 Guest login ok 1 
t README.FI 
NCSA Telnet 2.4 for the Macintosh: staggered windows, numbered sessions. 
The initial cost for a new PC/fCP license through the CSO site-
license agreement is $150 ($115 for the software and $35 for the 
manual). An additional annual fee of $10 per license will be 
required after December 31, 1992 to help defray the cost of 
maintenance payments to FfP Software, Inc. Users of version 2.04 
can get the upgrade free of charge by presenting their original CSO-
labeled disks to the CSO Accounting and Distribution Desk, 1420 
DCL. A brochure providing additional site-license information and 
descriptions of PC/fCP's new features is available at the CSO 
Resource Center or can be obtained electronically by sending an 
email request to r-cotton@uiuc.edu. 
NCSA Telnet 2.4 for the Mac 
Release 2.4 of NCSA Telnetfor the Mac provides fixes for a 
number ofbugs known to exist in earlier versions along with several 
new features and improvements. Among the enhancements are 
several changes to the Mac interface making it easier to manage 
and numerous other bug fixes provide for greater stability under a 
variety of conditions where the software previously crashed. Also 
corrected is the vtl 00 mapping of the numeric keyboard, the proper 
highlighting of available menu items, and the random disappearing 
cursor. 
NCSA Telnet 2.3 for the mM PC 
NCSA Telnet 2.3 for the PC also presents a mix of new features 
and fixes. New telnet options include mouse support for scroll back 
mode, keyboard and text output mapping, support for linemode 
protocol (described above), the ability to copy data from one 
session to another, and the ability to dump the contents of the 
current screen to a capture file. Several new utility programs-rsh, 
rexec, lpr, lpq, lprm, setclock, and finger-similar in function to 
their identically named Unix counterparts, are also found in this 
release. 
(continued on page 3) 
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(continued from page 1) 
The cost of the networking infrastructure (from the B-jack to 
the campus backbone) to provide soundly-engineered TCP/IP 
connectivity is typically borne by the campus. The residents of the 
building are responsible for any additional equipment required to 
make their workstations usable on the campus network. This 
frequently involves purchase of a network interface card for a few 
hundred dollars. 
When the building network infrastructure is complete, an NDO 
staff person will meet with the network administrator and introduce 
him or her to the facilities. The administrator is offered training in 
the reconfiguration and maintenance of the network. Once trained, 
the administrator assumes primary responsibility for support of the 
network and is the contact person for building residents with 
network problems or questions. Ongoing support for the network 
administrator is provided both through the NDO and CSO's Com-
puter Consultant Support Program (CCSP). 
Finally, ownership of the local area network equipment (re-
peaters, cables, patch panel, equipment cabinet, etc.) is transferred 
to the department responsible for the space in which it is housed. 
At that time, the care and maintenance of the equipment and wiring 
becomes the responsibility of the building occupants. Comprehen-
sive maintenance programs offered through CSO and other vendors 
help avoid unforeseen expenses and downtime and are strongly 
recommended. 
Variations on a Theme 
Should the occupants of a building need or desire something 
other than the typical configuration described above, the NDO can 
accommodate their needs. The most common deviation from the 
norm is for the NDO to wire the whole building but only install 
enough electronics to handle the expected building demand for 
about a year. This approach allows the NDO to maximize the 
effects of their annual budget without sacrificing the future utility 
of the installation. If the building should require additional repeater 
equipment sometime down the road, the NDO will install it at no 
charge when funding is available. 
Another common deviation occurs when a department re-
quests facilities or services on their network whose costs exceed the 
standard campus commitment. These requests can range from 
installing a LAN operating system (for example, Novell, Banyan, 
LAN Manager, etc.) to providing for the transmission of additional 
protocols (such as DECnet) across campus to breaking up what 
would normally be a single network into two or more separate 
Ethemets for reasons other than TCP/IP connectivity (e.g., admin-
istrative reasons). In these cases, some type of cost sharing 
arrangement with the departments involved is negotiated. The 
building residents demanding the extraordinary services are nor-
mally expected to cover the additional costs associated with provid-
ing those services. 
3 
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UIUCnet Status and Future 
To date there are roughly 84 buildings connected to UIUCnet 
with another 40 on the unfortunately long NDO waiting list. 
Currently the budget provides for approximately twenty new build-
ing connections per year. A list of the connected buildings and the 
"buildings in waiting" along with their designated local administra-
tors is given in the table on pages 5 through 7 in this issue. If any 
item in this list is in error, or you would like to add your building to 
the NDO queue, please contact Leslie Rankin at 244-1600 or via 
emaill-rankin@uiuc.edu. 
Over time the NDO's responsibilities will vary with the cam-
pus' need for local area network support. Network design solutions 
will also evolve to accommodate rapidly changing network tech-
nology. Thus, we must constantly tune our direction to ensure that 
each job we do is state of the art and will continue to be usable in 
the years to come. 0 
-EdKrol 
New Software Releases ... 
(continued from page 2) 
Network administrators considering the upgrade to release 2.3 
should take note of a couple of additional points. A bug in the initial 
release of version 2.3 resulted in the elimination of support for the 
Clarkson packet drivers. The version currently distributed by 
NCSA, release 2.3.01, corrects this problem. More significantly, 
many PCs across campus are running a version ofTelnet distributed 
by Clarkson University that is based on NCSA Telnet release 2.2. 
The Clarkson derivative includes a separate application called 
tn3270 that permits full screen interactive sessions with VM/CMS 
machines, such as VMD, and on which many IBM mainframe users 
have come to depend. Those relying on the additional features 
provided by the Clarkson software should probably not upgrade to 
the new NCSA release. 
How To Obtain The NCSA Upgrades 
Both the Mac and PC versions of NCSA Telnet are available 
via anonymous ftp from the host ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu. To log on, 
invoke ftp on your local machine or a campus host by typing: 
ftp ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu <return>. (VMD users must first enter the 
commands SET LDRTBLS 8 followed by LINKTO TCPIP.) 
Once connected, enter anonymous for your usemame and give 
your local login name for a password. A file in the top-level 
directory called READiviE.FIRST provides complete information 
on the files available from the NCSA ftp site and the directories in 
which they are found. Use the command get README.FIRST to 
transfer this file to your local machine and then read it to determine 
the names and locations of the files you want to transfer. 0 
-Lynn Ward 
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LAN Manager 2.0 Offers Migration Path 
For 3Com LANs 
When 3Com Corporation announced last January that it was discontinuing development of its network operating system 
3 +Open, many 3Com LAN administrators, including a significant 
number on our own campus, were left wondering where to look for 
future operating system upgrades and support. Since then, 3Com 
has strongly encouraged its customers to upgrade to Microsoft LAN 
Manager2 .0. However, 3Com clients have been reluctant to accept 
this advice for fear of losing the extra functionality available 
through 3Com's value-added services, which will not be immedi-
ately available with the Microsoft product. Specifically their con-
cerns focus on the absence of basic services such as 3+ Mail, 
3+Internet, and Mac and Netware connectivity. 
Speciai3Com To LAN Manager Migration Kits 
3Com and Microsoft have tried to address these concerns by 
providing several upgrade packages directed at customers with 
current licenses to 3Com network software and hardware. Up-
grades are available for the network operating system, mail ser-
vices, Macintosh connectivity and more. The Mail kit can be 
purchased to upgrade 3+Mail boxes to Microsoft Mail all at once or 
in phases. A special LAN Manager Upgrade Toolkit provides 
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transitional solutions for networks running concurrent 3Com and 
LAN Manager servers. With this toolkit, LAN Manager clients 
have full file and print services on 3+, 3+0pen, and LAN Manager 
servers. Client relearning is minimized by preserving the familiar 
3Com logon process and home directory environment. 
For those customers using 3Servers of the 400/500/600 series, 
a Value Pack is available in tape form. Included in the software is 
OS/2 for the 3Server, a pre-configured LAN Manager 2.0 (dis-
abled), and protocols and services. Customers must purchase the 
LAN Manager 2.0 upgrade in addition to this kit before it is 
functional. Other packages include Menus and NetW are connecti v-
ity. The LAN Manager upgrade options described herein are 
available separately, with or without special solution kits, at dis-
( continued on page 8) 
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Buildings Connected to UIUCnet 
Build ins: 
101 S. Gregory 
1205 W. Oregon 
1207 W. Nevada 
505 E. Green 
610 S. Sixth 
907 W. Nevada 
Advanced Computation Lab 
Aeronautical Lab A 
Agricultural Engineering Sciences Bldg. 
Altgeld Hall 
Armory 
Art and Design Bldg. 
Astronomy Bldg. 
Atmospheric Sciences Bldg. 
Beckman Institute 
Bevier Hall 
Biomedical Resonance Lab 
Burrill Hall 
Central Stores 
Ceramics Bldg. 
Children's Research Center 
Commerce West 
Computer Applications Bldg. 
Coordinated Science Lab 
Davenport Hall 
Davenport House 
David Kinley Hall 
Digital Computer Lab 
" 
Education Bldg. 
Electrical Engineering Annex 
Electrical Engineering Research Lab 
Engineering Hall 
" 
Engineering Research Lab 
English Bldg. 
Environmental and Plant Studies Bldg. 
Everrit Lab 
Foreign Languages Bldg. 
Freer Hall 
Gaseous Electronics Lab 
Gregory Hall 
Department 
Environmental Health and Safety 
Campus Honors Program 
Social Work 
Psychology 
Capital Programs 
Merriam Laboratory 
Urban and Regional Planning 
NCSA 
Aeronautical and Astrological Engineering 
Agricultural Engineering 
Mathematics 
Athletics 
Art and Design 
Astronomy 
Atmospheric Sciences 
Beckman Institute 
Human Resources and Family Studies 
College of Medicine 
Life Sciences 
Central Stores 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Center for the Study of Reading 
Office for Information Management 
NCSA 
Coordinated Science Lab 
Anthropology 
Biophysics 
Facility Planning and Management 
Grants and Contracts 
News Bureau 
Library and Information Science 
Computer Science 
Computing Services Office 
Education 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Engineering Administration 
Instructional and Management Services 
CERL/PLATO 
English 
Environmental Studies 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Humanities 
Kinesiology 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Communications Administration 
5 
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LAN Administrator 
Hector Mandel 
Nancy Lockmiller 
Y osikazu Deroos 
Earle Heffley 
Clark Wise 
Steven Seitz 
Dianne Phillippe 
Joseph Blackmon 
Harold Hilton 
Karl Snyder 
Jonathan Manton 
Gary Winckler 
Milton Forsberg 
Harold Ravlin 
John Kemp 
Melanie Anderson 
Jill Hashbarger 
Clint Potter 
Roy Roper 
Scott V anwingerden 
Norman Dillier 
Keis Otsuka 
Adolph Barclift 
Joseph Blackmon 
Brandon Brown 
Dee Robbins 
Burr Nelson 
Maxine Kaler 
Daniel Gordon 
William Wiegand 
Kent Yates 
John Carey 
Jack Knott 
James Levin 
Robert Cicone 
Daniel Mast 
Amy Bosshart 
W arretl Johnson 
David Frye 
Irene W ahlfeldt 
Ruth Kelly 
Daniel Mast 
James Gothard 
unknown 
Mark Kushner 
David Blair 
continued on next page 
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Buildings Connected to UIUCnet, continued 
Building 
Hazardous Materials Research Center 
Henry Administration Bldg 
.. 
Hydrosystems Lab 
lllini Hall 
lllini Tower 
Illini Union 
Labor and Industrial Relations 
Large Animal Clinic 
Law Bldg. 
Lincoln Hall 
Loomis Lab 
Materials Research Lab 
McKinley Health Center 
Mechanical Engineering Lab 
Mechanical Engineering Bldg. 
Medical Sciences Bldg. 
Metallurgy and Mining Bldg. 
Morrill Hall 
Mumford Hall 
Music Bldg. 
Natural History Bldg. 
Natural Resources Bldg. 
Natural Resources Annex 
Newmark Lab 
Noyes Lab 
Nuclear Engineering Lab 
Nuclear Physics Lab 
Ornamental Horticulture Bldg. 
Physical Plant Service Bldg. 
.. 
Plant and Animal Biotechnology Lab 
Plant Science/Greenhouse 
Police Training Institute 
Psychology Bldg. 
Residence Halls • 
Roger Adams Lab 
Small Animal Clinic 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
Talbott Lab 
Transportation Bldg. 
Turner Hall 
University Inn 
University Press 
Veterinary Medicine Basic Science Bldg. 
Water Survey Research Bldg. 
Department 
Hazardous Materials Research and Information 
AISS 
Cashiering 
Civil Engineering 
Statistics 
AISS 
University of Illinois Foundation 
Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations 
Veterinary Medicine 
Law 
LAS 
Physics 
Physics/High Energy Lab 
Materials Research Lab 
McKinley Health Center 
Mechanical and Industrial Engineering 
Mechanical and Industrial Engineering 
Medical Sciences 
Medical Science Library 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Life Sciences 
Agricultural Administration 
Music 
Geology 
State Geological Survey 
Natural History Survey 
Natural History Survey 
Civil Engineering 
Chemical Sciences 
Nuclear Engineering 
Physics 
Agricultural Administration 
Operation and Maintenance 
Operation and Maintenance 
Agronomy 
Horticulture 
Police Training Institute 
Psychology 
Housing 
Chemical Engineering 
Chemical Sciences 
Veterinary Medicine 
Speech and Hearing Science 
Composite Materials Research Lab 
CSRD 
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 
Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering 
General Engineering 
Agronomy 
Telecommunications 
Printing Services 
Veterinary Medicine 
State Water Survey 
LAN Administrator 
Frank Brookfield 
Candy Wilmot 
Gary Houser 
Harold Dalrymple 
Michael Berger 
Don Eberly 
Susan Restad 
Brenda Talbott 
Susan Beebe 
Carol Haley 
David Ruby 
Nancy Mansfield 
David Lesny 
Virginia Metze 
Dennis Happ 
John Frizzell 
John Frizzell 
Judi Geistlinger 
Ruth Fenske 
John Kieffer 
Roy Roper 
Margaret Jerich 
Tom Ward 
Gordon Madise 
Rolf Wilson 
Susan Klefstad 
Susan Klefstad 
Robert Russell 
Mark Sandrock 
Eric Iwamoto 
Mike Finn 
Donald Meyer 
Guy Christopher 
William McKinney 
Charlie Smyth 
Thomas Fermanian 
John Horton 
Earle Heffley 
Donna Price 
John Hudson 
Mark Sandrock 
Susan Beebe 
Mark Joseph 
Gary Shaw 
Larry Nelson 
James Phillips 
Harold Hilton 
Kevin Carmody 
Charlie Smyth 
Matthew Ward 
Ed Otto 
Susan Beebe 
Fuchye Lin 
*Not all residence halls are currently connected. 
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New and Remodeled Buildings to be Connected 
Building 
Animal Sciences Lab 
Area Studies Bldg. 
Buell Hall 
Chemical and Life Sciences Bldg. 
Computer Systems Research Lab 
Department 
Animal Sciences 
Area Studies 
Architecture 
Chemical Sciences 
Life Sciences 
CSRD 
Other Buildings to be Connected 
Building 
1007 W. Nevada 
1110 W. Main 
1203, 1205, 1205 1/2 W. Nevada 
52 E. Gregory 
805 W. Pennsylvania 
909 W. Oregon 
912 W. lllinois 
Abbott Power Plant 
ACACIA House 
Assembly Hall 
Chemistry Annex 
Covenant Hospital 
Flagg Hall 
Geological Survey Lab 
Harker Hall 
Henry Administration 
Huff Hall 
lllini Tower 
lllini Union 
KCPA 
LAR Warehouse 
Mailing Center 
Main Library 
Meat Science Lab 
Microelectronics Lab 
National Soybean Research Lab 
Observatory 
Shelford Vivarium 
Small Homes Council 
Swanlund Administration Bldg. 
University Inn 
" 
Unversity Press 
Willard Airport 
Department 
Government and Public Affairs 
WILL-TV 
Landscape Architecture 
Personnel Services 
Educational Policy Studies 
Survey Research Laboratory 
Advanced Studies 
Operation and Maintenance 
Library and Information Science 
Athletics 
Chemical Sciences 
College of Medicine 
Architecture 
State Geological Survey 
UI Foundation 
Business Administration 
Applied Life Sciences Administration 
University Audits 
Campus Vending 
Krannert Center for the Performing Arts 
Housing 
Mailing Center 
Library Administration 
Animal Sciences 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Natural History Survey 
Biotechnology Center 
Ecology, Ethology and Evolution 
Small Homes Council 
Swanlund Departments 
Continuing Education 
Cooperative Extension 
University Press 
Aviation 
LAN Administrator 
Rohan Fernando 
Sheila Roberts 
Patrick McLane 
Mark Sandrock 
Roy Roper 
Larry Nelson 
LAN Administrator 
unknown 
Diann Jabusch 
Marilou Hendricks 
unknown 
Diane Beckett 
Norman Montgomery 
Elaine Rodgers 
DanDansey 
Kent Yates 
Terry Cole 
Mark Sandrock 
Clint Potter 
Patrick McLane 
Rolf Wilson 
Susan Restad 
Jennifer Layman 
Barbara Propst 
unknown 
Steve Lawson 
Robert Schaeffer 
Marilou VanMatre 
Mary Hosier 
David Bishop 
Jan Novakofski 
Michael Fitzsimmons 
Susan Klefstad 
Janet Glaser 
Jeffrey Conner 
Michael McCulley 
Jeff Koski 
Alice Szkodzinski 
Amanda Coyle 
Brian Rees 
Lester Lendrum 
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LAN Manager ... 
(continued from page 4) 
counted prices until Dec 31, 1991. 3Com and Microsoft hope that LAN Manager 2.1 To Appear This Year 
these kits will significant! y ease the migration to the new LAN LAN Manager 2.1, an upgrade scheduled for release later this 
Manager operating system. For a complete list of options, prices year, promises a host of new features of special interest to LAN 
and procedures, contact your local3Com/Microsoft reseller. administrators on this campus. The new release will reportedly 
LAN Manager For New Networks 
As one of the key players in the LAN operating system market, 
Microsoft LAN Manager 2.0 is a viable alternative not only for 
those upgrading 3Com networks, but for anyone con~idering a new 
LAN purchase. Built on an OS/2 platform, LAN Manager 2.0 
offers services such as client-server computing, file and print 
sharing, and advanced security controls, all in a multitasking 
environment. A transport strategy built on hardware independent 
industry standards allowing multiple protocol stacks provides for 
the flexible integration of multi vendor hardware and software. 
LAN Manager also competes in the areas of security, reliabil-
ity, and ease of administration. Security features are addressed at 
the account, password and resource levels. Fault Tolerance ser-
vices are available in the form of disk mirroring, disk duplexing, 
uninterruptible power supply (UPS) control, and replication. The 
LANMan interface is integrated with the Microsoft Windows and 
OS/2 Presentation Manager graphical environments. This results in 
user-friendly, menu-driven access to LAN services and administra-
tion. Remote Administration services are also offered for ease of 
network management. 
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include TCP/IP networking with Simple Network Management 
Protocol (SNMP) support, Macintosh and NetWare connectivity, 
and provisions for Unix and VMS servers, to mention only a few of 
the new offerings. Many of these options will be sold as separate 
software products. 
NDO Beta Testing And Evaluation 
LAN Manager 2.0 is currently under evaluation at CSO's 
Network Design Office as part of a Microsoft-sponsored educa-
tional program. The project is moving along quite well, and we are 
about to begin phase 2 of the evaluation: TCP/IP protocol stacks. 
Plans are to test LAN Manager's compatibility with the TCP/IP 
backbone and CSO supported products in addition to assessing the 
overall functionality, reliability and user-friendliness of the LAN 
Manager environment. The program is scheduled to be complete in 
early-to-mid fall, at which time a complete report will be made 
available. Those interested in knowing more about LAN Manager 
can contact Sandy Vavrinek at the NDO (244-5505) or send email 
to sandyv@uxl.cso.uiuc.edu. 0 
-Sandy Vavrinek 
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Are You Being Served? 
0 ne of the most significant trends in personal computing over the past several years has been the large growth in the sharing 
of computing resources (such as hard disks and printers) over 
networks. File servers are the most powerful embodiment of this 
trend. A file server, put simply, is a computer running special 
software that permits it to offer various services and resources to 
desktop computers over an attached network. 
Although some ftle servers can offer a wide array of network 
services, their basic function is providing shared disk space to other 
computers on the network. Usually, one or more large-capacity disk 
drives are installed in the ftle server. Then, once the proper software 
is running on the server and the desktop computers attached to it, the 
server's disk space can be "mounted" by the workstations (personal 
computers that access a file server are commonly referred to as 
network workstations or just workstations). The mounted volume 
appears and functions as if it were an actual hard disk installed in the 
workstation. On DOS systems, the disk might appear as drive F:, for 
example, while on Apple Macintosh computers it would appear as 
a hard disk icon on the Macintosh desktop. 
The Advantages of File Servers 
Economy - Using "network drives" on a file server has 
many advantages. From an economic standpoint, sharing one or two 
large hard drives among many computers saves the cost of purchas-
ing and maintaining large hard disks for each stand-alone user 
system. Moreover, older computers without internal hard disks, 
which would otherwise be unable to accommodate today's larger 
software programs, can often be put back into service with access 
to the server's disk resources. Another plus, economical both in 
terms of disk storage and maintenance requirements, is the ability 
to install a single copy of widely used software on the server for 
access by all or a limited group of users. While in some cases 
software licensing restrictions forbid the latter practice, many 
popular commercial software packages are available in multi-user 
or LAN versions that are expressly intended for multi-user access 
and compatible with a variety of network operating systems. 
Productivity - File servers also offer severnl end-user 
productivity benefits. First and foremost, data on-the server such 
as databases, spreadsheets, fiscal data, reports, and other user-
created files can readily be shared by those who need access to 
across different platforms, such as from PC to Macintosh or vice 
versa. Another advantage is access to network applications such as 
electronic mail and scheduling software. Software of this type can 
significantly enhance communications among users on the net-
work. Lastly, because most data and software is maintained on the 
server, individual users needn't worry about backing up their own 
data. File servers are typically backed up on a regular basis, either 
automatically or through the intervention of an operator or network 
administrator. Some servers can even be used to back up the hard 
disks of network workStations. 
Printer and Peripheral Sharing - Printer sharing 
capability is another important feature of ftle servers, especially in 
a DOS environment. One or several printers can be attached directly 
to the file server for access by all workstations, offering a cost 
effective means of giving all users access to a high-quality laser or 
even a color laser printer, as opposed to attaching a separate, less 
expensive (and perhaps less capable) printer to each workstation. 
Some file server systems (e.g., Novell NetWare) allow alternative 
configurations such as setting up a dedicated PC workstation 
elsewhere on the network to function as a print server or even 
sharing a printer attached to a fully functional user workstation. 
This method of device sharing can potentially be extended to other 
kinds of peripherals. Special network utilities make possible the 
sharing of modems, CD ROM drives, plotters and other peripherals 
in configurations similar to those described for printer sharing. 
Interoperability - Today's com-
puting environments are growing increas-
ingly heterogeneous. It is not uncommon to 
fmdMS OOS computers, Macs, Unix work-
stations, and perhaps a mini or mainframe 
(continued on page 3) 
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CSO Site-license for Novell NetWare 3.11 
T he overall performance and capabilities of a network ftle server (see the related article, Are You Being Served, on page 1) are 
influenced by many factors, key among them, the server software. 
CSO has recently negotiated a contract with Novell Incorporated, 
widely regarded as the world-wide leader in the file server 
operating system market.NetWare 3.11 ,Novell's most advanced 
product, is now available for purchase on campus through a 
special CSO software site license 
agreement. This agreement allows 
us to provide campus departments 
with a set ofNetWare 3.11 compo-
nents at a drastically discounted 
price. These components, referred 
to as the U of I NetWare Package, 
consist of the 250 user version of 
NetWare 3.11 plus the 100 user 
version of Net Ware for Macintosh 
3.0. Also includedisNetWareName 
Service 1.0 for use in multi-server 
environments. 
NetWare Support 
Technical support for NetWare 
is available free of charge to adminis-
trators of Novell NetWare systems 
through CSO NetWare Technical 
Support (current contact is Randy 
Cotton, phone: 244-1203, e-mail: 
r-cotton@uiuc.edu). This technical 
support program also extends to de-
partments that purchased NetWare 
through an outside vendor. 
Hardware Requirements 
NetWare runs on a wide vari-
ety of hardware configurations. The 
network hardware used is usually 
unimportant-Ethemet, Local Talk, 
Token-Ring and Arcnet are all sup-
ported. Workstations can be any 
DOS compatible or Apple Macin-
tosh with an appropriate network 
interface card or port. There are 
some restrictions on the hardware 
components used in the file server 
itself, however. Most importantly, 
the server machine must be an IBM 
or compatible with an 80386 pro-
cessor or higher. Additional! y, there 
are some weak restrictions on the 
server's hard disk controller and 
network interface card. For advice 
on hardware compatibility with Net Ware, contact CSO NetWare 
Technical Support. 
Licensing Alternatives 
The total retail value of the components in the U of I NetW are 
Packageis$16,685. Therearethreelicensingaltemativesavailable 
(continued on next page) 
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(continuedfrompage 2) 
for the software. All licenses must be paid for using UIUC departmen-
tal account numbers (please provide account name and distribution 
code as well). The three licensing options are: 
1. New license: New licenses are $3300. Departments purchasing 
a network operating system for the first time should choose this 
option. 
2. Upgrade: Previously purchased versions of Novell Advanced 
orSFTNetWaremaybeupgradedtotheUofiNetWarePackage 
for $970. Versions of Novell ELS Level II may be upgraded to 
the U of I NetWare Package for $2300. Once the product has 
been upgraded, the old version must never be used, sold or 
traded. The original "GENDATA" disk from the old NetWare 
package must be turned in to CSO at the time of licensing. 
3. Trade-in: Versions of network operating systems other than 
Novell NetWare may be "traded in" for the U of I NetWare 
Package. Thetrade-infeeis$2300.0nceexchangedforNetWare, 
the original network operating system must never be used, sold 
or traded. The complete set of original disks for the old system 
must be turned in to CSO at the time of licensing. 
Additional Information 
Documentation sets for the U of I NetWare Package are $175 
each. Please note that documentation may not be immediately avail-
able. Delays of up to three weeks for documentation are possible 
because CSO does not maintain a large stock of manuals. When new 
software updates are imminent, CSO will not stock any manuals and 
will only order them at the time of license. 
Software updates released by Novell to CSO will be made 
available for a period of one year. There may be a small charge for 
these updates to cover the cost of disk/documentation reproduction. 
After the first year, updates will be available for an annual fee. 
Currently this fee is expected to be approximately $750 per year per 
server (the normal retail cost for software update support would be 
$3625 per year per server). 
When licensing the U of I NetWare Package, the department 
making the purchase must designate a Net Ware administrator. The 
administrator will be responsible for the proper installation, setup and 
maintenance of the ftle server as well as the workstation software and 
will also be the frrst-level contact for support of users of the system. 
The designated NetWare administrator can obtain full technical 
support for NetWare through CSO NetWare Technical Support 
A highly detailed packet of information on the U of I NetWare 
Package should be available as of the printing of this issue of 
UIUCnet. The packet can be picked up from the handout racks at the 
CSO Resource Center, 1420 DCL or can be requested electronically 
by sending an e-mail message to r-cotton@uiuc.edu. Any questions 
regarding NetWare in general or the U of I NetWare Package in 
specific may be directed to CSO NetWare Technical Support 0 
- Randy Cotton 
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(continued from page 1) 
in the same lab or department. Some file server systems offer the 
possibility of sharing files and peripherals across multiple plat-
forms and operating systems. The specific services offered to each 
of the supported platforms depends on the capabilities of the 
server software and hardware. With a DOS based server system, 
for example, an IBM compatible PC might have access to full ftle 
and device sharing services while a Mac or Unix workstation 
might be limited to file services only. Cross-platform connectivity 
solutions are sometimes built-in to the file server software itself or . 
available in the form of special purpose add-in products at addi-
tional cost 
Weighing the Pros and Cons 
This very brief introduction to file servers has 
outlined many of the commonly acknowledged 
benefits of such systems. There are also some equally well-known 
drawbacks to file servers, largely economic, and they too deserve 
mention here. First, depending on the system, the cost of purchas-
ing the software and hardware for a file server can be quite high. 
A high-end PC server and network software, as an example, can 
easily cost $20,000 or more. CSO has begun to mitigate this 
problem by offering site-licenses for specific networking prod-
ucts. Currently,Novell NetWare 3.11 is available for purchase by 
any campus department at a small fraction of its retail cost (see the 
related article CSO Site-license for Novell NetWare 3.11 on page 
2). 
Once the equipment and software have been purchased, install-
ing and setting up the server hardware and software (as well as that 
on the workstations) is no small feat, generally requiring the 
expertise of an experienced vendor or knowledgeable departmental 
system administrator. Needless to say, purchasing installation ser-
vices can also run into considerable cost. Finally, depending on the 
size of the network, day to day administration and support of the 
server (adding new accounts, installing and upgrading network and 
application software, troubleshooting hardware and software prob-
lems, monitoring back-up procedures, answering end-user ques-
tions, providing user training, etc.) can easily comprise a half or 
even a full-time job. 
In the end, whether the economic and productivity benefits of 
using a file server offset the cost of installing and maintaining it 
will vary from one situation to the next. It's probably safe to say, 
though, that most users who have discovered the advantages of file 
servers would neither willingly nor happily return to a stand-alone 
computing environment. For more advice and information on file 
servers and how they might fit into to your current or future 
networking plans, call the Network Design Office at 244-1600. 0 
-Randy Cotton and Lynn Ward 
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CAN Group Lays RIP to Rest 
The Campus Area Networking group recently effected a change on UIUCnet that will have several long-term network perfor-
mance and management benefits. The TCP/IP routing software on all 
UIUCnet routers has been upgraded from RIP (Routing Information 
Protocol) to OSPF (Open Shortest Path First protocol). 
Routers are the devices that link the in-building local area 
networks within UIUCnet. As its name implies, a router examines 
the destination address of every IP datagram (the basic unit of 
information passed between TCP/IP networks) it receives and 
makes a decision about where to send or "route" the datagram next 
Ideally, where two or more possible paths to the destination exist, 
the router is able to identify the "best" path. Decisions of the latter 
sort are governed by routing protocols-algorithms used by the 
router to gather, store, propagate, and update network routing 
information and make intelligent routing choices based on this 
information. RIP and OSPF belong to a class of routing protocols 
called Interior Gateway Protocols (IGP). Interior gateway protocols 
handle the routing within an autonomous .rystem-that is, a collection 
of routers administered by a single entity and implementing a unified 
technical plan such as UIUCnet A different set of protocols is used 
for routing traffic from UIUCnet to other autonomous systems on the 
Internet 
Network Routing with RIP 
Prior to the OSPF implementation, all campus routers used RIP, 
an lOP originally developed at Xerox Corporation's Palo Alto Re-
search Center and later modified at U.C. Berkeley for implementation 
on Unix systems under the name routed (pronounced route-d). RIP 
has been, for many years, the standard protocol for TCP/IP routing 
within autonomous systems. However, despite its widespread use, 
RIP has some commonly acknowledged shortcomings in terms of the 
algorithm it uses to choose network routes, its use of fixed length 
subnet addressing, and the manner in which it advertises routing 
information across the network. 
RIP uses a vector-distance algorithm for selecting network 
routes. Every RIP router maintains a table containing information 
about other networks within the same autonomous system. This table, 
which consists of a list of network addresses and a number represent-
ing the distance to each address, is updated dynamically using 
information broadcast by other routers about the reachability of every 
network in the system. The distance from one network address to 
anotherismeasuredusingahopcountmetric. Underthisscheme,each 
router that a datagram passes through as it travels from its source to its 
destination address counts as one hop. When building the routing table 
and selecting routes, RIP always chooses the route that involves the 
smallest number of hops from source to destination. Thus if there are 
two possible routes to the same destination and the first passes through 
two routers (two hops) while the second passes through three (three 
hops), RIP will select the first route because the total number of hops 
is less. 
The most obvious disadvantage to the RIP hop count metric is 
that takes into consideration neither the nature of the connection nor 
the relative congestion of certain routes. One hop equals one hop 
regardless of whether the connection uses a 9600 baud serial line or 
an FDDI fiber optic interface at 1 OOMbps. The way in which RIP uses 
the hop count metric imposes several other limitations on network 
routing as well. If there are two routes to the same destination with the 
same hop count, RIP will use the one it learned about first and ignore 
the second entirely. On the one hand, this helps to limits the size of the 
routing table stored in each router .. But it does not allow network 
traffic to be distributed over two equally good (in terms of hops) 
routes. Also, the highest hop count permitted under RIP is 16, which 
is regarded as infinity. A network with a hop count of 16 is considered 
unreachable. Thus, RIP cannot be used on very large networks where 
it might be necessary to traverse 16 or more routers in order to reach 
a particular host 
Another major limitation of RIP is its restriction to fixed length 
sub net addressing. To describe fully the significance of this problem 
would require a detailed discussion ofiP (Internet Protocol) addresses 
and how they are assigned and managed, the subject of a future 
UIUCnet article. For now ,let's just say that the subnet address is the 
part of a network address that identifies the physical network a 
computer is on (typically all of the computers in a single building have 
the same subnet address) and is currently represented by the third 
number from the left in the IP address of a UIUCnet host In the 
address 128.174.5.59 (the IP address for ux1), for example, the 
number 5 is the subnet portion of the address. Under RIP, all subnet 
addresses within an autonomous system must use the same number 
of bits when expressed as a binary number (a number in base 2 
represented by 1s and Os). When RIP was first implemented on 
UIUCnet, eight bits were allocated to the subnet address, permitting 
254 (256 minus 2 addresses reserved for special purposes) networks,. 
each supporting up to 254 hosts. The rapid growth of UIUCnet will 
soon necessitate more than 254 subnets and thus a more flexible 
addressing scheme. 
Finally, RIP is comparatively slow in propagating network 
reachability information. It can take seconds or even minutes for all 
routers in the system to recognize that a router has failed and a network 
is unreachable. During this time, IP datagrams sent to the unreachable 
destination will be tossed back and forth between routers. Eventually, 
the datagrams caught in such a routing loop will be discarded, based 
on their on internal "time to live" counter. 
Network Routing with OSPF 
UIUCnet is one of the first campus networks on the Internet to 
implement OSPF, but as the newly recommended standard for IP 
routing, OSPF will eventually replace RIP on most, if not all, TCP/IP 
networks. OSPF uses a class of algorithms called link-state or 
Shortest Path First. Rather than keeping a simple table of network 
addresses and their associated distances (in hops), OSPFrouters store 
what amounts to a complete graph of the topology of the autonomous 
system, including every router and all of the attached networks. 
Routers and networks are nodes in the graph, and router interfaces 
onto networks are links. When the status of a link changes (for 
example, when a router fails), the OSPF algorithm floods that 
information to all routers in the autonomous system within millisec-
onds-a significant performance improvement over RIP. 
Instead of using the hop count metric to determine the best path 
to a destination, OSPF allows a network manager to assign a user-
University of Illlnois 
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- Upgrades Routers to OSPF 
configmable cost (a value used to signify relative desirability of 
sending a datagram out on a particular interface) to each network 
interface. Typically, a fast network interface would be assigned a low 
cost and a slow interface, a high cost When selecting the best or 
shortest-path, OSPF routers treat costs as additive. So, if an OSPF 
router is given the choice of two paths, the first traversing three routers 
with associated costs of 1, 2, and 3 respectively and the second 
traversing four routers, each with a cost of 1, the second route would 
be selected because its additive cost was lower (4 as opposed to 6). 
RIP, of course, would have used the frrst path because it involved 
fewer hops than the second By making use of user-configurablecosts 
which generally reflect the speed or quality of the connection, OSPF 
is better able to compute the most efficient route to a destination. 
Furthermore, because the cost of each interface is assigned manually, 
network managers have far greater control over the flow of traffic 
throughout the net Certain routes can be favored and others avoided 
entirely by adjusting the cost of specific network interfaces. 
The OSPF protocol has several other benefits as well. Since 
OSPF routers store a complete graph or picture of the network, they 
can take advantage of multiple routes to the same destination. Thus 
OSPF can offer an optional service called load balancing. With load 
balancing enabled, if there are two or more routes to the same 
destination with the same additive cost, network traffic can be 
distributed equally over those routes. RIP, because it is only able 
install one route to each destination in its routing table, is unable to 
offer load balancing. 
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As one can see, OSPF has many performance advantages over 
RIP. However, the primary impetus behind the switch to OSPF was its 
support for variable length subnet addressing. Whereas under RIP the 
number of bits allocated to the subnet address must be the same for 
every host in an autonomous system, with OSPF the length of the 
subnetaddress can beconfigmedon a per network basis. By allocating 
subnet addresses consisting of as few as seven bits or as many as 
twelve, the total number of networks on UIUCnet (as well as the total 
number of hosts on each network) can exceed the limit of 254 
originally imposed by the RIP imple!Jlentation. Unfortunately, the 
added flexibility of variable length subnet addresses will also add a 
new layer of complexity for network administrators when configuring 
TCP/IP hosts. More will be said about variable length subnet address-
ing and its ramifications for LAN administrators in a forthcoming 
UIUCnet article. 
The new OSPF implementation only affects communications 
among the campus backbone routers themselves, not between routers 
and UIUCnet hosts. Backbone routers will continue to use RIP to 
communicate with hosts on the networks attached to them. Thus, 
system administrators needn't be concerned with upgrading or 
reconfiguring routing software on hosts that currently support RIP. In 
short, the switch from RIP to OSPF was probably imperceptible to 
end-users and system administrators alike, but it has provided signifi-
cant improvements in the areas of network management, perfor-
mance, and growth--effects that will ultimately be felt by the entire 
UIUCnet community. 0 _ Lynn Ward 
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Route Selection under RIP and OSPF: Given two possible routes to the same destination, RIP sends data grams through routers 5, 
2, and 1 (despite the presence of a 9600 bps connection between routers 2 and 1) because the total number of hops required is 3, as 
opposed to 4 for the alternate route. With OSPF, the 9600 bps line is avoided because the additive cost (costs are represented by 
italicized numbers) of that route is 12, while that of the chosen route is only 4. 
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Take A Nurnber, Please!!! 
Interconnecting AppleTalk Networks 
A dministering an Apple Talk network used to be a simple job. Macintosh computers were designed with built-in network-
ing capability so that the task of assembling a small local area 
network (LAN) consisting of a few workstations and perhaps a 
printer or two would be as intuitive as navigating the Macintosh 
desktop. Recent advances in LAN technology have made it pos-
sible to interconnect AppleTalk LANs within the same building, 
across campus, and even across the country, but this added flexibil-
ity has not arrived without a price. Whereas in the stand-alone 
Apple Talk LAN environment, much of the network configuration 
is negotiated automatically by the network software and hardware, 
administrators of interconnected AppleTalk networks must make 
careful decisions about how to name and number networks so that 
conflicts do not arise. The greater the number of interconnected 
LANs, the greater potential for conflict. This article will touch upon 
several issues that administrators of AppleTalk LANs should 
consider before connecting networks within a building or across 
campus. 
The Basics of AppleTalk Network Identification 
AppleTalk networks are identified by two items: a network 
number and a zone name. The network number is an integer in the 
range of 1-65534 that identifies the network to other AppleTalk 
networks. In a stand alone LAN, the network number is chosen 
automatically. However, if two or more AppleTalk networks are 
connected with a router, the administrator must manually assign 
To use a device in another zone, the user must first click on the icon 
of the device itself-for example, the Laser Writer icon-and then 
click on the name of the zone in which the desired device resides. 
The window in the upper right quarter of the Chooser box will list 
all of the corresponding devices in the selected zone (see Figurel 
on this page). 
Unlike network numbers, zone names need not be unique. 
However, if two or more networks on an AppleTalk internet share 
the same zone name, all of the resources within those networks will 
be listed in the Chooser under the same zone name. In some 
instances, this can provide an easy way for end-users in the same 
department but on different physical networks to share departmen-
tal files, peripherals, and applications. However, sometimes using 
the same zone name for different networks can lead to problems. 
No two Chooser devices in the same zone can have the same device 
name (the name associated with each device listed in the Chooser). 
For example, if two networks with the same zone name have a laser 
printer with the device name ''LaserWriter," only one of the 
identically named printers will appear in the Chooser. In such 
cases, it becomes necessary to rename shared resources so that each 
device within a zone has a unique name. 
Obtaining Unique Network Numbers 
Assigning and keeping track of the network numbers, zone 
names, and device names within a single building is not an 
(continued on page 8) 
networks numbers to each network. Network num- ,...------------------------------, 
bers are normally assigned by running the configu-
ration software bundled with the router. When as-
signing numbers, any number in the designated 
range may be chosen, but no two interconnected 
networks are allowed to have the same network 
number (although it is possible for a network to have 
Shared devices and applications 
available on this AppleTalk 
Ust of the LaserWriters available in the 
csCHtcl-phonet zone, each with its OINn device 
name. 
more than one network number). 
AppleTalk Zones 
The other network identifier is the zone name. 
A zone name is essentially a label assigned to a 
single network or group of networks for ease of 
identification. Zone names are not required for 
stand-alone LANs since all of the shared resources 
are on the same physical network. With two or more 
interconnected networks, it becomes convenient to 
group resources and give those groups meaningful 
names so that end-users have some sense of whether 
they are selecting a laser printer across the room, 
down the hall, or across the campus. Once zone 
names are assigned, network services available 
through the Macintosh Chooser desk accessory 
such as laser printers, file servers, etc. can be se-
lected by zone, providing access to shared devices 
on other networks on the same Apple Talk internet. 
internet. 
AppleShare lmageSaverll 
-~- ~ lft-J$4VMM Meeting Ma ... 
AppleTalk Zones: 
cso-dcl-etalk 
NDO Ether2 
Ust of Apple Talk Zones available on this 
internet. Cso-dcl-phonet is the currently 
selected zone. 
LaserWri ter II NT 
Background Printing: ®On 0 Off 
User Name: 
AppleTalk ®Active 0 Inactive 3.5 
Figure 1: AppleTalk zones as displayed in the Macintosh Chooser desk 
accessory. 
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Archie Client Installed on CSO Unix Machines 
A s the Internet continues to grow, hundreds of member institu-tions have made program and text files accessible to the Internet 
community by establishing certain hosts as archive sites or anony-
mous ftp servers. Anonymous ftp hosts permit users to login with the 
ftp utility and transfer files and software without having a registered 
user account on that host The system works quite well for users who 
know precisely which files they want and where to fmd them. But 
with hundreds of ftp sites available, looking for a particular file 
without some pre-existing knowledge of where it is located can be like 
searching for a needle in a haystack. Enter the Archie server. Archie 
is a database server located at McGill University in Montreal that 
contains the directory listings for over 800 anonymous ftp archive 
sites on the Internet. The Archie database can be searched for records 
that match a filename or regular expression entered by the user. If 
matches are found, the domain name and IP address of the site 
containing the file(s) is displayed along with the size, date, directory 
location, and full name of the file. 
Previously, querying the Archie database required logging on to 
the host quiche.cs.mcgill.ca using telnet, a procedure described in the 
Dec.90/Jan.91 issue of UIUCnet, vol 3 #8. Recently, however, 
several Archie client programs have been developed, permitting users 
to query the Archie database remotely-that is, without logging on to 
the Archie server. One such client, called simply "archie", has been 
installed on the Unix machines ux 1, uxa, uxc, and uxh. UIUCnet users 
with accounts on any one of these machines can query the Archie 
server at McGill directly from the Unix command line. The archie 
client can also be installed on any Unix host The software is available 
viaanonymousftpfromthehostuxc.cso.uiuc.eduandislocatedinthe 
pub directory under the name archie.tar.Z. 
Using Archie 
To use the archie client, get to the Unix prompt and enter an 
archie query. The general form for the query is: archie string where 
string is substituted with the name of the file you want to fmd in the 
Archie database. Using a special protocol calledProspero, archie will 
deliver your query to the Archie server at McGill where the filename 
field of the database will be searched for matches to your request. 
Query results will then be delivered back to your Unix machine. For 
example, the command archie xferit.hqx would produce output 
resembling the following: 
Host dltmela.mel.dlt.cslro.au 
Location: /info-maclcomm 
FILE -rw-r--r·· 88561 Jul 1 03:07 xferlt.hqx 
Host oswego.oswego.edu 
Location: /pub/maclcomm 
FILE -rw-r--r-- 88561 Jul 4 14:30 xferlt.hqx 
Archie Options 
By default, the archie program searches for exact matches to the 
specified character string. A variety of command line options make 
it possible to do substring matching or search on regular expressions. 
These options are especially helpful when you do not know the exact 
name of the file you want to locate. Below is a partial list of the options 
that can be used with the archie client utility (for a complete list, read 
the online documentation for archie by typing man archie at the Unix 
prompt): 
-s Performs a substring search insensitive to upper or lower case. 
For example, the command archie -s telnet would display all of 
the records that contained the string "telnet" anywhere within the 
filename field. 
-c Performs a case sensitive substring search. 
-r Searches on a regular expression, permitting the use of wildcards 
and other metacharacters. When using the -r option, the search 
expression should be surrounded by single or double quotation 
marks (e.g., archie -r "[a-z]dir .zip") For information on how to 
construct regular expressions in Unix, see the CSO Quick 
Reference 41.5 Regular Expressions & Substitute Patterns in ex. 
-1 Outputs query results in tab delimited format with one record per 
line, suitable for parsing by other programs. For example: 
19910701030700Z 88561 dltmela.mel.dlt.cslro.au /lnfo-maclcomrnlxferlt.hqx 
19910704143000Z 88561 oswego.oswego.edu /publmac/comm/xferlt.hqx 
-N# Determines the priority of the query. Archie queries are normally 
processed on a first-in-frrst -out basis. Queries producing a long 
list of matches take a long time to process and delay the entire 
queueofrequests. By default all requests have the highest priority 
when submitted. I tis both possible and polite to lower the priority 
of large requests (lower their position within the job queue) by 
using the-N (niceness) option. When using the-N option, replace 
the pound sign with the value that best reflects the priority of your 
request. The higher the number, the lower the priority. The 
followingvaluesoranyintegerwithintherangeof0to32765can 
be used: 0 (normal- high priority), 500 (nice), 1000 (nicer) 5000 
(very nice), 10000 (extremely nice), 32765 (nicest- the job will 
not be processed until the queue is empty). 
-m# Specifies the maximum number of matches to display. The 
default is 95. To increase or decrease this number, replace the 
pound sign with your desired maximum. 
Archie Tips 
Searches involving substrings or wildcards are likely to yield 
large numbers of matches, many of which may have nothing to do with 
the program you were trying to fmd. Thus, it's a good idea to enter as 
specific a search string as possible. However, even when looking for 
exact matches only, widely distributed programs can produce many 
screens worth of results. To prevent the information from scrolling by 
too quickly, try piping the output through the Unix more pager (e.g., 
archie -s procomm lmore) or redirecting the output to a file (e.g., 
archie -s procomm > procomm.txt). 0 
- Lynn Ward 
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AppleTalk Networks ... 
(continued from page 6) 
unmanageable task for a network administrator. However, now that 
the technology to interconnect separately administered Apple Talk 
LANs over the campus backbone exists, the potential for number 
and name conflicts increases. If two networks are interconnected 
without first verifying that the network numbers are unique, ser-
vices on both networks could become confused. To help avoid this 
problem, the Campus Area Networking (CAN) group has devised 
a method for allocating AppleTalk network numbers that will 
ensure a unique number for every Apple Talk network on campus. 
To request a number or group of network numbers (each network 
number can only support 254 devices or nodes), network adminis-
trators should send an e-mail message to appletalk@uiuc.edu. 
Administrators without an e-mail account can call the NDO at 
244-1600. 
Duplicate zone names can also cause 
problems on interconnected AppleTalk net-
works. As suggested above, once two or more 
networks with the same zone name are 
interconnected, all such nets will be 
treated as one group via Chooser. This 
may or may not be what is desired, but 
in any case, administrators should 
be aware of the possible problems.~~~~~~~~ 
The Campus Network 
Computing Services Office 
1120 DCL 
Campus MC 256 
1304 W. Springfield Ave. 
Urbana, IL 61801 
To avoid inadvertent duplication of zone names, try to create 
names that are as specific as practical. For example, the zone name 
"NDO phonenet (GG)" lists the department name (NOO), the 
network type (phonenet) and the initials of the person responsible 
for the network (GG). With the latter naming convention, the 
chances of another network administrator choosing the same zone 
name are extremely unlikely. Almost any name may be selected, 
but care should be taken to avoid generic zone names such as 
LocalTalk, EtherTalk Phase I, EtherTalk Phase II, Printers, Serv-
ers, etc. 
For More Information ... 
Even if your department doesn't have current plans for inter-
connecting Apple Talk networks, you 
can avoid future difficulties by fol-
lowing the guidelines recom-
,_--..la.---...... mended in this article. If you have 
D any questions or comments about Apple Talk networking, please feel free to drop me an e-mail note at g-german@uiuc.edu. 0 
- Greg German 
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How Big Is the Internet? 
H ow big is the Internet? How many .. exactly how is it used? These are ·i!· ~~~~!!\((~ !, ;,~~~~~ ques ions asked by new and . . · · · · 
they ponder this vast and sometimes 
Unfortunately, there are no simple u':J~:!R~ r~~g­
does one measure an rn· tternetwork}iCQ~i.$~1 
years, 516 networks announced their routes on 
989. By May of '91 the figure had increased to 
of this year the count was 3,556 on the Tl 
faster, but less stable T3 backbone. 
local, regional, mid-level and nationa 
are constantly growing and who.~?Jri,AAirij 
evolving--a "super-network", the 
tion of which are so decentralized~i~f~~~~ it "anarchy-net" Although there is 
for all the facts and figures about 
statistics gathered by organizations like Information 
Center of the Data Defense Network (DDN NIC) and Merit 
Incorporated (Operations Center for the National Science Founda-
tion Network [NSFNET]), we can at least begin to take measure 
of this elusive network of networks. 
specify with relative accuracy the 
temetoonnectivity (or at leastNSFNET 
of how many hosts (individual com-
make up those networks is more 
of concrete data in this area is due 
of new hosts on a TCP/IP network 
is~=-~~~~~~~~ concern. For example, when a new 
Ct · UIUCnet, the host name and IP address of 
O:~ii~,-~~~;w~i;th:the host manager at CSO. The host ~ . . . : . . to several tables, and the process 
· · there. There is no national database containing 
address of every host on the Internet and thus no 
How Many Networks? ~~~i-]~;~;ofcountingeveryhostoneverynetwork. We do 
One way to measure the Internet is to count the number of ::J , the minimum number of hosts on the Internet as 
separate networks it comprises. Every TCP/IP network on the i!~~ ~ ~~j~~~:;o~ff~th~i~s year. An Internet Domain Survey conducted by 
Internet has a unique network address that must be obtained from · (former home of the DDN NIC) reported no 
a central addressing authority, the DDN Network Information than 617,000 individual IP hosts (as compared with ap-
Center (for more information on the DDN NIC, see the article y 30,000 in April of 1988). If this number seems large, 
sidebar on page 3). As of September 1991, the NIC had more astonishing is the rate at which the number of hosts has 
nearly 37,000 network IP addresses. Not all of these growing in recent months. According to the same survey, the 
however, are connected to the Internet. All organizations numberofhostsincreasedby 100,000overthethreemonthperiod 
TCP/IP networks are encouraged to get their network num of July through September 1991 (or roughly 1000 hosts per day). 
from the NIC regardless of whether they plan to be connected 
the Internet or not. The greater part of this number act1uaiJW:~t How Many Users? 
represents private TCP/IPnetworks without Internet connectivity. Some Internet hosts are single user machines like PCs, Macs 
When asked how many of the 37,000 were actually part of the and engineering workstations. Others are multi-user minis or 
Internet, a NIC representative reluctantly came up with the · that can provide Internet access to tens, hundreds, or 
ber10,660andcalledthefigurea"movingtarget"atbest, LW'4~~~::::;. :::::::: thousands of users (the CSO Unix mainframe uxa, for 
newnetworksareconstantlybeingaddedtotheregister, . . , offers access to over 11,000 University of Illinois stu-
problematically, occasionally large blocks of~=~~~~~~~&:~ :":·c.-=·:,:-:·'"""'"'·:·=-:-= · · : • Attheotherextremearehoststhatdonotprovideanydirect 
are allocated to organizations that in turn reallocate Weimt:::::fh~e><<>>'<?ei · access such as those dedicated to the tasks of routing 
status of these blocks of addresses is unknown to the gathering statistics, or performing other basic network 
We also know the number of networks expressly Thus behind each host there could be anywhere from 
to access the NSFNET national high speed Tl and T3 none to thousands of users. Compounding the problem is the fact 
According to Merit Inc., which has been maintaining statistics in (continued on page 2) 
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How Big Is the Internet ... 
(continued from page 1) 
that there are many commercial, private, and restricted networks 
that offer limited access to the Internet (or to regional networks 
attached to it). Should individuals on these networks also be 
counted among the ranks of bona-fide Internet users? In short, 
nobody knows for certain how many users can access the Internet, 
but whether the users with limited access are included or not, it's 
probably safe to say that the number is, at the very least, many 
times greater than the number of connected hosts. 
How Many Packets? 
As the number of Internet networks, hosts, and users grows, 
so too does the network traffic they generate. For the last four 
years, Merit Inc. has been counting both packets (the basic unit of 
information sent across a TCP/IP network) and bytes as they are 
passed onto and off of the NSFNET backbones. During the month 
of September 1988,202 million packets were passed onto the T1 
backbone. By September of '89, the number had increased to 1.5 
billion packets per month and a year later the number had leapt to 
4.5 billion per month. September '91 packet counts for both the 
T1 and T3 backbones were around 8.5 billion and 2 billion 
respectively, nearly fifty times the traffic of four years ago. 
In September, Merit also began keeping track of the origins of 
packets traversing the T1. Merit's breakdown by country during 
the month of September shows that 87% of the backbone traffic 
was generated by 1758 different networks in the United States. 
Another 3.3 percent of the traffic originated in Canada. In total, 
2,958 networks from at least 33 countries sent packets across the 
T1 backbone during this one month period. 
Major NSFNET Applications By Packets 
Name lookup 
8% 
Stat-.lca from llay 1111 
File exchange 
24% 
Interactive 
applications 
17% 
How Is It Used? 
Of the data gathered by Merit, perhaps most interesting are 
the figures on how the network is used. In May of 1991, Merit 
released information on the most frequently used NSFNET 
applications based on packet and byte counts. The results are 
shown in figure 1. Both in terms of packets and bytes, file 
exchange (ftp) predominates, with electronic mail running a 
close second. Interactive applications (remote login with telnet) 
account for 17% of the packet count but only 6% of the byte 
count. This apparent discrepancy can be explained if we under-
stand that TCP/IP packets can hold variable lengths of data. 
During a tel net session, characters are sent to and from the remote 
host one at a time, so that the data area of each packet typically 
contains just one byte. Thus, the packet overhead of telnet 
sessions is high while the number of bytes transmitted is com-
paratively low. Applications like ftp (the TCP/IP file transfer 
utility), on the other hand, pack as much data into each packet as 
possible, requiring fewer packets with higher byte counts to 
accomplish their task. 
Still Growing After All These Years 
How big is the Internet? As the foregoing has shown, by any 
measure, it is rapidly increasing in size. Its staggering growth rate 
is such that even if one could obtain precise statistics on the 
number of users, hosts, and networks connected to it at any given 
moment, they would undoubtedly be outdated before they could be 
published. 0 
Major NSFNET Applications By Bytes 
Name lookup 
4% 
File exchange 
45% 
Networl<ed mail 
applications 
24% 
Interactive 
applications 
6% 
Figure 1: Most frequently used applications on the NSFnet based on packet and byte counts. (Information reprinted with 
permission from Merit, Inc.) 
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DDN Network Information Center (NIC) Relocates 
I n late September, the Data Defense Network-Network ~nfor­mation Center (DON NIC) reloca~ from SRI International in Menlo Park, California to Government Systems Incorpo-
rated (GSI), Chantilly, Virginia By now the transition of services 
should be complete. All end-users and system administrators who 
make use of NIC services should note the following changes: 
w U.S. Postal Address: 
Government Systems, Inc. 
Attn: Network Information Center 
14200Park Meadow Drive 
Suite 200 
Chantilly, VA 22021 
w Help Desk Phone Numbers (7:00AM-7:00PM EST): 
1-800-365-3642 (1-800-365-DNIC) 
1-703-802-4535 
w Fax Number: 1-703-802-8376 
w Network Address: 192.112.36.5 NIC.DDN.MIL 
w Root Domain Server Address: 192.112.36.4 
w Automated Mail Services: There will be no change in the 
NIC' s automated mail service. Electronic mail requests for 
information and files can still be directed to 
SERVICE@NIC.DDN.MIL 
The NIC host computer at GSI is a Sun 470 SPARCserver 
running SunOS 4.1. All NIC on-line services previously offered 
by SRI are available on the new host and should appear the same 
to the end-user with a few minor exceptions having to do with the 
change from a TOPS 20 to a Unix-based operating system. 
Reaching the NIC 
One unfortunate (and hopefully temporary) result of the 
move to GSI, is the noticeable decrease in speed with which a 
telnet or anonymous ftp session can be established with the NIC 
(if indeed a connection can be established at all). The new NIC 
host is on the unclassified operation military network known as 
MILNET. The MILNET backbone consists largely of 56 Kbps 
trunk lines, and in 1984 it was partitioned from the ARPA Internet 
to protect MILNET from incidents which might cause the network 
to fail such as viruses and wonns. All Internet traffic to MILNET 
hosts (including the new NIC) must, therefore, pass through 
extremely congested "mail bridge" gateways. Work is in progress 
to install a T1 (1.544 Mbps) connection from the NIC to the 
Federal Internet Exchange (FIX)-East. The new line will provide 
direct connectivity between the NIC and the NSFNET and should 
improve response time considerably. 0 
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AISS Implements New Procedures 
for Telnet Access to the A CN 
A ttention AISS clients! If you use telnet to access the Admin-isttative Computing Network (ACN), circle November 
30th on your calendars. On this date, or soon thereafter, proce-
dures for telneting to the ACN are scheduled to change. During the 
past year, AISS has been progressively moving clients over to a 
flexible, menu-driven front-end to AISS services called the Client 
Access System or CAS. CAS has been selected as the single point 
of access for all AISS services and applications. Many AISS 
clients are already taking advantage of the Client Access System, 
but until recently it was not available to telnet users. Now that the 
<o <o necessary steps have been taken to provide 
telnet access to CAS, former methods for 
Sa t u r d a Y accessing AISS services with telnet are be-
ing phased out and new procedures have 
November been implemented. These changes will 3 0 impact telnet users in two significant ways: 
1) a new network address (IP address or host 
name) must be used when telneting to the 
ACN, and 2) once a connection is estab-
lished, a different logon screen and menu-system will appear. All 
AISS clients who now use the telnet utility to access AISS services 
will be affected by these changes and should note carefully the 
details given below. 
New ACN Telnet Access Address 
Previously, telnet access to the ACN was accomplished by 
opening a session with the IBM mainframe commonly known as 
UICVMC or the PROFs machine. Once connected to UICVMC, 
the familiar VM/SP banner screen would appear and users could 
either logon and immediately enter the PROFs mail/calendaring 
system or type dial vtam on the command line to access other 
AISS applications from the VTAM menu, such as the UFAS 
database, student records, etc. 
Telnet sessions with the UICVMC machine have occasion-
ally been subject to a phenomenon called "session drop-in." This 
problem occurs when a telnet user does not properly disconnect 
from the telnet port. The next user to telnet to UICVMC is 
"dropped in" to the application or service that was active when the 
previous user terminated his or her connection. For this reason 
along with those cited above, support for inbound telnet access to 
UICVMC will be soon be disabled. In its place, the IBM 
mainframe that runs the Client Access System (UICMVSA) will 
function as the exclusive telnet server for the ACN. The hostname 
and IP address of the new server are: 
Host Name: UICMVSA.AISS.UIC.EDU 
IP Number: 131.193.163.4 
The new telnet server is up and running and clients are 
encouraged to begin to use the new address as soon as possi~le. To 
this end, any and all references to the old ACN telnet address 
( uicvmc.aiss.uiuc.edu or 128.17 4.9.2) in batch files, logon scripts, 
telnet configuration files, and user documentation specifically 
configured for telnet access should be modified to reflect the new 
address. The old address can be left intact in host tables or 
config.tel files for the purpose of opening an ftp session with the 
UICVMC machine (see Important Note below), but the new 
address should also be added. (If you are uncertain about where 
to look or how to make such changes, contact the person who set 
up your system or your building network administrator). 
Clients accustomed to initiating a telnet session by typing a 
telnet command at a command prompt (as is common on DOS, 
Unix, and VM/CMS systems), can open a session with the new 
AISS telnet server by using either the host name or IP address 
given above in conjunction with their usual telnet command, for 
example, tn3270 uicmvsa.aiss.uic.edu or tn3270 131.193.163.4 
(the specific telnet command used-i.e., telnet hostaddress, 
tn3270 hostaddress, tn hoslllddress, etc.-will vary according to 
the version of telnet software in use). 
Important Note: Although the telnet server on UICVMC 
will be disabled, other TCP/IP services on UICVMC should 
remain unaffected. In other words, it will still be possible to tel net 
and ftp out from UICVMC to a foreign host. Also, using the old 
address uicvmc.aiss.uiuc.edu or 128.174.9.2, authorized clients 
can continue to ftp in to UICVMC and access files their on mini-
disks. Finally,PROFsuserscanstillreceivelntemetmailaddressed 
to their accounts using UICVMC' s fully qualified domain name as 
the host address, for example, axsward@uicvmc.aiss.uiuc.edu. 
New ACN Logon Procedures 
When you telnet to the new server, the screens and menus will 
differ markedly from those on UICVMC. First, the CAS Entry 
Validation Screen will appear (see figure 1). From here, you can 
logon to your personal account or access the various public 
services listed on the screen (as of this writing, the public services 
options were not available from the logon screen). To logon to 
your personal account, first type your useriD (the same logon ID 
you used to sign on to UICVMC). The cursor will automatically 
jump to the password prompt Type in your usual password and 
press <return> to complete the logon process. 
Delta : 18/25191 
Ti- : 16 :89 : 12 
Entn.l Ual ideation 
AOtiiHISTAATI~ aH'Ullt«> ttET\lOAK SERUICES 
Hade : TCP9e996 
To oc:cess the ACtt tl,jpe in t.Jswoid and Pass•ord ttW"' press antr . 
USERID .. . .. .. ~ 
PAS901D . .... -
~ Password ? t1. <V or H> 
The pass.ord 1JOU enter wi II not appear on the screen . 
To ._ be~ selections ~.~se the tab ke11 . 
_ L I BAMV SEMI ICES 
llllnet OrLine and IBIS 
_ PU8t..l C SEAU ICES 
To select Pub I ic: or Librcry ..-vices, tab to opr -lec:tion and 
;ess ent.- . n-. services do not require ACtt CICCOU'It and password . 
!** MYWS@Iilii4Mi151Wi4 
EMlER USERID 
Entr F1•Help F3-Exlt 
Figure 1: The CAS Entry Validation Screen 
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Telnet Access to the A CN ... 
(continued from page 4) 
Introducing CAS 
After logging on, the CAS Main Menu will be displayed (see 
figure 2). The menu lists all of the AISS services and applications 
for which you have authorization. To access a particular service, 
simply type its corresponding number on the command line, or 
alternatively. tab to the line in front of the desired service and press 
<return>. If the application or service you selected resides on a 
different AISS mainframe (for example PROFs and RAMIS are 
still located on UICVMC), you will be ttansparently connected to 
that machine. When you exit the application, the CAS Main Menu 
will reappear. and you can start another application or log off by 
pressing your keyboard equivalent to the <F3> key. 
_ Bet ions Clpt i ons COINICII'Ids E:atl t U.lp 
11a l n n.nu 
CH ICAGO C312 > 09&-49ee---- --+£LP DESK- -----uABAif'l C217> 333-3192 
Oat• : 18 /25 /91 node : TCPeeee& 
T i• • : 1& : 12 : 19 
No s.t-Yi ce s.t-v i c:e Descr i pt i on T...,_ Status 
1 PROfS ELECTROH I C M IL SVSTEI'I lt.ll t I 
_ 2 Ft1S AEPOFIT MAtiAG£11ENT SYSTEM lt.ll t I 
_ 3 IB IS ILL . BIBL IOGAAPH IC IHFO SYSTEM lt.l l t l 
To n l .ct o serv i ce, t\,lpe the nullber at the ~ I i ne and press Wlt•r or 
tab to srv l c:• I i rw and prus Wltr ... ..., . To Hl.ct the ac:tlon bcr prus F11!1 . 
For deta i Is on CAS -nts/~ .... t.,. J!!ll at th• ~and pi"'OIIpt . 
Ca..ond ._, _ 
Enter F1 .... 1p F3-Exi t FS-Aefresh F9-Aetr i - Fl~tion 
Figure 2: The CAS Main Menu 
Once you are comfortable accessing ACN services through 
the CAS Main Menu, you may want to explore some of CAS • s 
advanced options. CAS makes it possible, for example, to logon 
to more than one service at a time and move between sessions with 
the use of special key combinations called triggers. The CAS 
Main Menu can also be customized (applications can be added, 
deleted, reordered, etc.) according to your specifications. Specific 
instructions on how to use the many features and functions of CAS 
are provided in the new AISS Client Access System Miniguide. All 
AISS clients should have received this guide through the campus 
mail. For additional copies, contact the AISS Help Desk at 333-
3102. AISS staff will also be offering one hour demonstration 
classes on the new features of CAS. To register or get additional 
information about these sessions, call the Information Manage-
ment Systems class registrar at 3~3-0391. 
A Note To Network Administrators 
The new AISS telnet server (UICMVSA) has initially been 
set up to accommodate 200 concurrent telnet sessions. The 
number of telnet ports will be increased as need dictates. Building 
LAN administtators and AISS Security Contacts are asked to 
contact Jim Reynolds at AISS (phone: 333-4835, e-mail: 
agzorro@uicvmc .bitnet) as situations arise that would suggest the 
need for additional ports (e.g., your building is about to be 
connected to the campus backbone and a large number of users in 
the building plan to access the ACN regularly using telnet). 0 
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NDO Says FareweD to LesUe Rankin 
The Network Design Office wiD soon be bidding .a fond farewell 
to Leslie .Rankin, -who recently accepted a new and challenging 
position as the Assistant Manager of the CSO Campus Computing 
Sites. Forthelastthreeyears,LesliehasbeentheNDO'sfustpoint 
of contact fm.netw<Xlc design re.Quests, support catls, maintenance 
contracts, and equipment orders, and in addition has managed the 
records, bookkeeping, and inventory for the offtee. In many 
respects, Leslie was the glue that held the' Network Design Office 
together. All those who have come to · appreciate her many 
outstanding talents and lively personality will greatly miss her. 
Leslie has already started her new job, but will continue to 
provide transition services for the NDO on a part-time basis 
through the month of December. She can be reached at 244-1600 
durin_g the hours of 7:30AM through 9:30AM. (or by e-mail at the 
address l-rankin@uiuc.edu). When she is not in, messages can be 
Iefton her voice mail system at the same number. Other NDO staff 
will check Leslie's voice mail at Tegular intervals during the day 
and try to respond promptly to urgent matters. Work is underway 
to hire a replacement to pick up many of Leslie's present duties, 
but in the meantime we ask your indulgence during this transition 
period. 
Ph Now Serving the Spring Timetable 
The University timetable for the spring 1992 semester is now 
available on the CSO Nameserver, ph. Like its printed counter-
part, this electronic version of the timetable contains a tabular 
listing of every academic course scheduled to be offered this 
spring and includes such information as course number, course 
title, prerequisites, credit offered, section.numbers, and meet-
ing times and locations. The timetable ~tabase can be 
queried from all CSO machines ( ux 1, uxa, uxh, vmd) and any 
other computer running a ph client by typing a ph command 
at the command prompt. Database queries can be ex-
pressed so as to match a specific course number or 
significant words in the course title. To search the 
database by .course number, use the syntax: 
ph -t spring coursenumber 
replacing the variable coursenumber with the official number for 
the course whose information you want to display, for example: 
ph -t spring music214. 
For more generalized searches, enter one or more significant 
words that might be found in the course's title. The syntax for this 
type of search is: 
ph -t spring wordl wordl word3 ... 
Replace the word# variables, in this case, with actual words 
that are likely to appear in the course's title. For instance, to 
display timetable inforniation for all introductory literature 
courses, one could enter the query: 
ph -t spring introduction literature 
In all cases, rememberto use the -t spring option. This option 
causes ph to search the spring timetable only. Without it, timetable 
searches can potentially yield both fall and spring course informa-
tion. One further caution-please do not try to extract the entire 
timetable from ph. For those who would like a file copy of the 
complete timetable, it can be anonymously ftp' d from 
uxc.cso.uiuc.edu (the filename is pub/timetable/spring92.Z). 
The latter file is in compressed format and must be uncompressed 
before it can be used. Consult the CSO User Guide #40 1, Free 
Software for more information on how to uncompress files. 
Of course the CSO nameserver continues to offer all kinds of 
other useful information such as the student staff directory, local 
restaurant listings, the CSO computer sites directory, and local 
weather and national area code information. For more information 
on how to use .the ph program to access this data, pick up a copy 
of the CSO User Guide #200, The CSO Nameserver ('Ph' ) from 
the CSO Resource Center. 
·New User Guides Available 
Last spring, six CSO User Guides covering popular network 
services .. and applications were announced. Since then, two 
additional titles ·have been added to this collection of networking 
documentation. The new guides, described below' along with the 
earlier six, are available at the CSO Re-
source Center, 1420 DCL, 1304 W. 
Springfield, Urbana. Additional copies 
can be found at most of the CSO 
Computer Sites. 
UG #202 The nn Netnews Reader - Computer users the • 
world over are discovering the benefit of sharing advice, informa- • 
lion, and opinions with other users through various public forums 
such as information services and electronic bulletin boards. Usenet, 
a Unix-based bulletin board system offers individuals the oppor-
tunity to read and post articles on literally hundreds of different 
topics. These topics, called discussion groups, cover a wide range 
of technical, cultural, and recreational subjects ranging from cult 
movies and dreams to desktop publishing and TCP /IP networking. 
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CSO's news feed even includes many local discussion groups for 
posting articles of special interest to the UIUC community. 
The group of programs that manages the processing, storage, 
and forwarding ofU senet articles is known collectively asNetnews 
and typically runs on one machine per Usenet site (CSO' s Netnews 
server is news.cso.uiuc.edu). Access to the articles themselves 
(including the ability to read, post, print, and save articles) is 
provided through client programs called news readers. News 
readers are available for a variety of computer platforms and 
operating systems. Nn, which is available on uxl, uxa, and uxh, 
is the news reader for Unix systems currently supported by CSO. 
The recently released user guide, The nn Netnews Reader, 
provides a solid introduction to al! basic and several advanced 
functions of the nn news reader. Step by step instructions guide 
the reader easily through the processes of subscribing to 
newsgroups, selecting, reading, posting, saving, and printing 
articles, as well as customizing the nn environment through the 
creation of a personal kill/select file and an nn initialization file. 
No previous knowledge of Usenet, Unix, or another news reader 
is assumed. Don't let the intimidating nn man pages discourage 
you from taking advantage of this important, entertaining, and 
often addictive network resource. 
:-: 
.:;:;::-:"::. :;::<" 
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UG #401 Free Software •How to find it •How to get it •How 
to make il USilble by David Lemson and Mark Zinzow provides a 
wealth of infonnation on publicly distributable software. It identi-
fies several Qtajorrepositories of free software, including collections 
available on UIUC mainframe hosts, CD ROMs, local and national 
BBSs, and anonymous ftp sites on the Internet One of the great 
difficulties in dealing with large software collections (such as the 
SIMTEL20 archive) is simply locating the file(s) you want to 
obtain. Information and techniques for fmding specific files within 
a collection and/or determining which collections contain which 
files comprise an entire section of the User Guide. Another section 
on file transfer methods includes an excellent introduction to ftp 
(File Transfer Protocol) as well as instructions on downloading 
files with a modem via the UIUC terminal server. Finally, a section 
on file compression covering formats from abe to ZOO tells users 
how to identify compressed or archived files and how to convert 
them to a usable form. A comprehensive table in the appendix lists 
all known file compression formats, the file extensions commonly 
associated with them, and the software needed to compress or 
decompress them. Whether you are interested in finding free 
software or simply learning more about how to transfer files across 
the Internet, this new user guide has much to offer. 0 
: :-:/ 
' :::;: :"':'. · 
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(continued from page 3) 
with a valid e-mail address can be included in Whois, the database 
consists largely of users on MILNET, network domain adminis-
trators, and other important_points of contact on the Internet The 
Whois database also offers .infonnation about various network 
entities such as registered hosts, do-
m.ains, and networks and their 
designated contact persons. With its 
emphasis on military personnel, Whois 
will not likely yield the e-mail address 
of a friend or colleague at another Uni-
versity, but it can be used to fmd out the 
domain name of a particular institution 
along with the e-mail address of a con-
tact person who might be able to provide more information. 
Who is queries can be made in one of three ways: 1) by 
telneting to the NIC and typing the command wbois <return> (for 
assistance on using the database, type help <return> at the whois 
prompt); 2) by using one of several whois client programs capable 
of querying the Whois database remotely (a whois client is 
available on all CSO Unix machines. For instructions on using the 
client, type man wbois <return> at the Unix prompt); or 3) by 
sending an electronic mail request to the NIC's Automated Mail 
Service. 
Automated Mail Service. Users who are unable to connect 
directly to the NIC (or are tired of trying) can avail themselves of 
m.any NIC services through ordinary electronic mail. Whois 
queries and requests for specific documents can be made by 
sending an electronic mail message to service@nic.ddn.mil. The 
subject line of the message header is used to make the specific 
request For example, if the subject line included the text wbois 
help, instructions on bow to use the Whois database would be 
returned to the sender. Electronic mail requests of this sort are 
automatically processed by the NIC on a daily basis. For more 
information on how to use this 
service, send an e-mail message to 
service@nic.ddn.mil and type the 
word help in the subject area of 
the message header. Within a 
day, complete instructions on 
how to use the NIC's mail 
service will be sent to you. 0 
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ILLINET Online Gets an Interface Lift 
T he mainframe interface to the state-wide online library catalog system, commonly known as llLINET Online, has 
a new look, a friendlier face, and a array of exciting new features. 
Under development for just over two years, the new full-screen, 
menu-driven system reflects the combined efforts of the AISS 
programming staff, the Illinois Library Computer Systems Or-
ganization (ILCSO) office, and a special group of ILCSO 
librarians-the ILSCO User Interface Committee-who spent 
countless · hours developing system specifications and testing 
numerous prototypes as well as the fmal product. While efforts 
to maintain and refine the interface will, of course, be ongoing, the 
new system is now available to UIUCnet users through a recently 
implemented TCP/IP gateway. 
The Name Game 
During its developmental stages, the new library interface 
was code-named MILO for Mainframe Interface to Libraries 
Online, and this acronym is still used in some circles (although its 
continued use is generally discouraged). State-wide, the produc-
tion version of the new interface has retained the same name as the 
original online catalog system, IUJNEI' Online. However, the 
version of the online catalog available to UIUCnet users 
is called JUJNEJ' Online Plus (10 Plus). The ''Plus" 
refers to the fact that this particular release of the llLINET 
Online mainframe interface provides access to several 
specialized periodical databases not typically available 
on llLINET Online systems at other locations. The name 
10 Plus derives from the OOS-based software developed 
by Bill Mischo and Tim Cole called /0 Plus, which is 
running on most PC library terminals throughout campus. 
Now the expression 10 Plus is used generically by UIUC 
library staff to refer to interfaces on other non-OOS 
platforms, which, like the PC-based software, provide a 
forthe40 S(Ka}led ILCSO libraries, 2)CARL UnCover/UnCover2 
an extensive database of journal articles made available through 
the Colorado Alliance of Research Libraries, and 3) the Illinois 
Bibliographic Information Service (IBIS), a collection of com-
mercially produced journal indexes. Each of the three components 
uses a different database search engine and user interface. How-
ever, despite the differences in appearance among the three 
services, each is designed so that little or no user documentation 
is required to master the basics of the system. 
The New ILLINET Online 
The llLINETOnline componentofiO Plus has much to offer 
over its Spartan command line predecessors, the LCS, FBR, and 
LCSgated command sets. The new interface is completely menu-
driven (see figure 1), so it is not necessary to memorize sepamte 
commands for each type of transaction. Instead the user simply 
responds to a series of menu choices, pop-up windows, and 
prompts for user input Although there is currently no fonnal 
documentation for the system, most users will find it extremely 
easy to use, and for those who do not, online, context-sensitive 
help is available at all times. 
U.lc:OM to ILLII£T. Online at the ~iYrSI tw of Illinois~ 
S.l.:t Type of Secrc:h 
1. Subj.:t 
I. Title 
I. Author 
4. Author!Ti t.le 
I. Ca I I ,.,._.. I sat • etc . 
I. Direct ~ .ode 
Type the leUr I and press the <ENTER> k-.. for instructions. gateway to specific periodical databases in addition to the 
basic capabilities of ILLINET Online. IOOIAL9 ----Press <EMTER> k-, aftAr IICIIc.lng cholc:e ----- t.-.1100t11 
What's New in 10 Plus? 
The IO Plus mainframe interface presently consists 
of three separate components: 1) llLINET Online proper, 
)(-Exit 
-·! 
a searchable database of descriptive information for the holdings 
of 800 libraries throughout the state and circulation information 
I - Instructions 
Figure 1: Full-screen main menu of IlL/NET Online 
(continued on page 2) 
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(continued from page 1) 
But ILLINET Online is not just another pretty interface. 
While retaining all of the functionality of the oldez version, the 
new system offers advanced sorting and filtering options. Search 
results can be limited <X' sorted by publication dale, language, 
country of publication or type of material. This makes it possible, 
for example, to easily find non-English literary classics in their 
original languages, distinguish between sound recordings and 
musical scores, or simply identify the most recent publications in 
a given discipline. As bef<Xe, books can be charged, renewed, and 
saved by entering a valid patton id number. 
CARL UnCover/UnCover2 
CARL UnCover is a database containing article titles and 
complete information contained in the Table of Contents for over 
10,000 journals covering a wide range of disciplines. Over 
2,000,000 articles have been indexed since the project began in 
October 1989, and approximately 600,000 article titles are added 
each year. The CARL UnCover database actually resides at the 
CARL headquarters in Denver, Colorado. A telecommunications 
gateway between AISS in Chicago and Denver provides CARL 
access to 10 Plus users. 
CARL UnCover can be searched by author (the name op-
tion); keywords occurring in the article title, subtitle or any 
summary or abstract that appears within the Table of Contents for 
each indexed journal (the word option); or by journal title (the 
browse option). Full bibliographic infonnation about the article(s) 
matching a query (author, title,jownal title, volume, number, and 
page number) can then be displayed (see figure 2). 
flmllR<s >: Hi II, Jahot Uol t.-
141a-d, ,_ "· 
~<Illinois>----
TITLE<s>: T-., Alllatlcr.al Oat~ fOI" Finding Tat pea¥• ms In 
"'-icoloticol "--ch. 
In: Collput.rs and the ~·ll-. 
flltll Ot KIM v 23 n 2 
Pclge : tOll 
o.n.d by u.- ILCIO llbrcr 1•: 
CL Cl II' 08 I'IC nt IIJ Oft 8S hi: 
o.n.d by llbrcrl• In u- reglarw <lys'->: 
ClS D-8 niLS ltSl.S fiLS N'l.S S..S WILS 
,...._ <RETI.Rt> to - othr II brar'V -. <O to QuIt> > I 
Figure 2: Full bibliographic information displayed by CARL 
UnCover 
Additionally, this customized version of the CARL UnCover 
system identifies which libraries in illinois own the periodical in 
question. It is important to note here that, at this time, the UIUC 
library is not represented in the list displayed by CARL, despite the 
fact that the Urbana campus may very well own the periodical. To 
detennine whether the desired periodical is held by the UIUC 
library, users must back out of CARL UnCover and search 
ILLINET Online. 
H the periodical is not owned by UIUC or a nearby library, the 
UnCover2 utility allows users to request a fax copy of the article 
directly from CARL. The cost for delivery is displayed on the 
screen and can be billed to a personal VISA or Mastercard account 
number. Instructions f<X" having an article delivered to your local 
fax machine are available through the UnCover online help 
system. 
miS 
Like CARL UnCover, the Illinois Bibliographic Infoonation 
Service offers the capability of searching periodical databases to 
identify articles or journals by title, subject, and/or author. Three 
separate sets of commercially available databases are accessible 
through ffiiS-1) the Wilson Databases, 2) the database of the 
Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC), and 3) Cur-
rent Contents-each consisting of anywhere from 1 to 7 separate 
databases of jownal or serial information organized by subject 
mauer. A list of all databases searchable under IBIS is given in the 
table on page 3. IBIS data is not linked to any Illinois library 
holdings information. Therefore, as with CARL UnCover, 
ILLINET Online must be used to locale library holdings and 
circulation information for a given journal issue. 
The IBIS intedace is more or less identical across all of the 
databases available under this service. Examples of simple search 
expressions are provided on the screen. More complex expres-
sions are possible, but not well-documented online (some of the 
help screens are still under development). Documentation for 
using the IBIS interface will be made available by the University 
Library sometime in the near future. Also, it is anticipated that the 
entire IBIS interface will undergo changes that will make it more 
user-friendly and intuitive. 
Though perhaps more difficult to use than CARL UnCover, 
miS does offer certain advantages. Its periodical coverage 
extends considerably further back than 1989, making it possible to 
locate earlier publications. The ERIC database, for example, 
covers education-related reports and articles back through 1966 
and the Wilson indexes reach back to the early eighties. (In many 
respects the CARL and IBIS databases complement one another 
and should be used jointly for the most comprehensive searches.) 
Additionally, the results of any IBIS search can be sent, via 
electronic mail, to any valid BITNET or Internet address. 
Unlike CARL UnCover and ILLINET Online, IBIS is not 
available to users without a valid LCS patron ID number, such as 
those logging on from remote Internet sites. The IBIS logon 
process requires users to enter their LCS patron ID (usually your 
social security number) and Campus ID (uc for the Urbana-
Champaign campus). Since the patron ID functions like a password, 
(continued on page 3) 
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it will not echo to the screen. A successful login will take the user 
to the IBIS title screen and online instructions for further use. 
Accessing 10 Plus 
There are many ways to access the·new rilainframe interface 
to the library catalog including direct modem dial-up, telnet, direct 
terminal connections, etc. Some methods only provide access to 
ILLINET Online proper as owosed to 10 Plus. Additionally, the 
various methods diffez in terms of the logon process and screens 
encowltered before reaching the 10 main menu. The discussion 
below covezs access to 10 Plus ovez the campus TCP/IP network 
using telnet and/or UIUCnet dial-in through the CCSO terminal 
server. For information on access from the Administrative Com-
puting Netw<X'k, call the AISS help desk at 333-3102. Information 
on direct dial-in is available at the Main and departmental librar-
ies. Questions on the Iauer method can be directed to the Library 
Telephone Center at 333-8400. 
Telnet Access 
UIUCnet users can telnet to 10 Plus directly from a desktop 
machine or CSO Unix mainframe. To do so, open a session with 
the host garcon.cso.uiuc.edu at port 625. The mann& of accom-
plishing this will vary from platform to platform. On Unix 
systems, simply type telnet garcon.cso.uiuc.edu 625 at the com-
mandprompL 
When telneting directly from a PC using NCSA or Clarkson 
Telnet, it is necessary to enclose the hostname and port number in 
quotation marks following the telnet command on me oos 
command line, e.g., telnet "garcon.cso.uiuc.edu 625''. Quota-
tion marks are unnecessary when entering the host name in NCSA 
Telnet for the Macintosh. On the Mac, simply enter 
garcon.cso.uiuc.edu 625 as the session name. 
Once you connect to port 625, you will see the 10 Plus 
welcome screen and will be prompted to enter a number corre-
sponding to your current terminal type. Press <return> to see a 
list of tenninal types and their assigned numbers. The latter action 
will unfortunately generate an ''incorrect response" error mes-
sage. Disregard the message and enter the number corresponding 
to terminal type vt100 (currently number 5). In fact, you can 
bypass the terminal type display by entering 5 at the initial terminal 
type prompt instead of pressing <return>. Howevez, there is no 
guarantee that the list of terminal types and corresponding num-
bers will not change at some time in the future. 
If, for some reason, you are presented with a login prompt 
rather than the 10 Plus welcome screen, you were probably unable 
to connect to the proper porL Under such circumstances, use the 
login name ioplus and you will be directed to the 10 Plus welcome 
screen. From there, follow the instructions above for selecting 
your tenninal type. (Using this method, you may not see the 
characters that you type echo to the screen until you actually make 
(continued on page 4) 
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a choice from the IO Plus main menu. Efforts are underway to 
correct this problem.) 
Once you have entered your tenninal type, you will see the 10 
Plus main menu (see figure 3). Select the desired service by typing 
its c<nesponding letter or name at the arrow prompt, press 
<return>, and , from there, follow the on-screen instructions. 
111111 00 
II 00 00 
II 00 00 L IIIMRY 9YSTEJt9 
II 00 00 
111111 00 
TYPE: TO ACCESS: 
I ILL I nET OtL UtE <L llfWW amLOO > 
C Cfll. l.ltCOIJEA (CUNBfT .nRIL I tiJEX > 
Ibis IL. BIILIOGMPtliC ltFO SERUICE <..nRR.S, PERIOOICAI..S) . 
oldlo LitE-talE, COIIINIHtDilE ILLIHET OtLitE. 
_,. ~it TO EXIT . 
Figure 3: The 10 Plus main menu 
Important Note: 10 Plus does not currently support IBM 
3270-type tenninal emulation. This means that one cannot telnet 
to IO Plus directly from an IBM mainframe such as VMD or the 
AISS machines. While it is possible to make a successful connec-
tion to 10 Plus, display output will be unreadable once the 10 main 
menu appears. 
Accessing 10 Plus via the Terminal Server 
Users who access UIUCnet by dialing up the CCSO terminal 
server can connect to 10 Plus by typing garcon 625 or ioplus at the 
mossberg> or terml> prompt Once connected, follow the 
instructions for telnet users above. At the present time, only eight 
telnet poos have been allocated to 10 Plus. Due to this limitation, 
modem users are encouraged to dial the online catalog system 
directly, using the phone number 333-2494 or 333-8269 (13 ports 
have been allocated f<X" this access method). Doing so will leave 
the eight telnet ports open to Internet and local users with direct 
telnet access. 
The Future of LCSgated 
Many UIUCnet users have grown rather fond of CCSO's 
gateway to ll..LINET Online known as LCSgated. Four telnet 
ports remain dedicated to this popular line-mode alternative to the 
LCS and FBR command sets. LCSgated will continue to be 
accessible at the address garcon.cso.uiuc.edu 620 until further 
notice and continues to provide a viable option for those who wish 
to access the library catalog from a workstation or tenninal not 
supported by 10 Plus. 0 
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Budget Busters: 
Renovation and Relocation 
E very year,just after the Network Design Office budget gets set, NDO staff look at the ordered list of backlogged 
projects and decide which ones can probably be carried out during 
the upcoming year. We then tell those lucky few when we will 
likely begin design and installation and send "Sorry, not this year" 
letters to the rest This process generally works, allowing all 
concerned to manage their budgets--except for one complication: 
renovation. 
More and m<R frequently, as campus space is renovated, 
departments moving into these renovated locations leave areas 
that already had a network installed. So, you have employees who 
have brought their work habits into the 1990s now discovering 
that their new found tools are being taken away from them. 
Departments facing this dilemma frequently ask the NOO to give 
their new area priority in network installation. 
What is fair? Is it fair to drop an already committed project 
in deference to the moving department? Or, is it fair to allow a 
department to move into space without networking and allow the 
investment they made in both staff ttaining and equipment to lie 
dormant for a year? The answer is, of course, neither. 
H your department begins negotiating for space, please take 
into account the state of the network in your future site. Does it 
exist? Is it suitable to your equipment? How much will it cost to 
get it up to snuff? Find out the answers to these questions and work 
with the NDO to budget for them as part of the remodelling and 
relocation. The NDO can help you formulate a budget in the 
project planning phase and install the network at the end of the job. 
Our major problem is funding a network on the spur of the 
moment By working together throughout the process, when you 
fold up your tent and pitch it in a new location, you will have 
happier campers. 0 
-EdKrol 
Plan 
Ahead! 
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NUMBER OF ENTITIES WITH 
INTERNATIONAL NETWORK CONNECTIVITY 
BITNET (Entities with international BITNET links. In the following, BITNET is used generically to refer to BITNET plus similar 
networks around the world [e.g., EARN, NE1NORTH, GULFNET, etc.]) 
b = minimal < 5 domestic sites= 18 B = widespread>= 5 domestic sites = 28 x = uncertain = 2 
INTERNET (Entities with international IP links.) 
I = operational = 33 i = soon available = 3 
UUCP (Entities with international UUCP links.) 
u = minimal < 5 domestic sites = 40 U = widespread >= 5 domestic sites = 38 
FIDONET (Entities with international FIOONET links.) 
r = minimal < 5 domestic sites = 10 F = widespread >= 5 domestic sites = 43 • = New connections expected in 
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Accessing Library Catalogs 
Just as the University of Illinois has made its online library catalog available to researchers with Internet access across the 
globe (previously through theLCSgated interface and now through 
the UIUCnet 10 Plus gateway), literally hundreds of domestic and 
international online public access catalogs (OPACs) are acces-
sible to every student, faculty and staff member, administtator, 
and librarian with UIUCnet connectivity. The ability to search 
electronic catalogs at othel' institutions offers tremendous poten-
tial in the areas of basic subject-matter research, the evaluation of 
remote collections, and management information systems design 
and development 
Why Search Other Library Catalogs? 
That the University of ffiinois library collection is one of the 
largest and strongest in the country is a well-documented fact, and 
(as discussed in this issue's feature article) the ease and precision 
with which one can· search the collection is rapidly improving. 
With these resources at our fingertips, why bother exploring other 
online library catalogs? A recently published document, Library 
Resowces On The I nlernet: Strategies for Selection and Use. lists 
a host of reasons for searching remote catalogs, some rather 
obvious and others quite innovative and creative. To summarize: 
" The keyword searching features on a remote system can serve 
to identify materials that may in fact be available locally, but 
are not identifiable through keyword searches on our local 
system. ILLINET Online's keyword searching capabilities 
only extend back to materials acquired and cataloged in the 
mid-seventies. Once an item is identified on the remote 
system, the user can use author, title, and other searching 
options on our local system to determine whether the item is 
available at this campus or one of the ILCSO libraries. 
Keyword searches and other searching options may also yield 
items that are not available through the ILCSO system. 
Circulating materials outside the ILCSO system can often be 
ordered through UIUC's interlibrary loan service. 
" A remote OPAC may offer more detailed cataloging 
infonnation for certain types of items such as sound recordings, 
or books containing multiple essays, song collections, etc. 
Whereas one system may only offer the title of the entire book 
or recording itself, another OP AC might include separate 
database records for each item contained within the book or 
recording. 
" For those involved in planning research trips, sabbaticals, 
grant proposals, etc., publicly accessible library catalogs 
permit the user to preview the strengths and weaknesses of a 
given library collection. When using remote catalogs in this 
manner, however, it is important to keep in mind that the · 
electronic catalog may or may not represent the library's 
entire holdings. Many OPACs only contain entries for 
acquisitions made after a particular date or specifically exclude 
certain types of items such as special collections, manuscripts, 
periodicals, etc. 
" Like ILLINET Online Plus, many remote OPACs offer 
access to specialized databases. These can range from indexes 
to special materials such as music or manuscript collections, 
to full textdocwnents such as newspapers, statistics collections, 
or even the full texts of literary classics. Also, specialized 
periodical indexes similar to CARL UnCover and those 
offered under IBIS are an integral part of many remote catalog 
systems. Some of these databases may be restricted to local 
library pattons and require a logon or password fm- access, but 
many are open to outside users. 
" Finally, systems analysts and programmers, librarians, 
and individuals more generally interested in 
database information management and user 
interface design can test and evaluate 
commercially available and locally 
developed OPACs for their strengths 
and weaknesses. This kind of testing 
andevaluationcanandmostcertainly 
does influence the development of 
new information retrieval systems. 
Getting Started 
If you are now convinced that search-
ing library catalogs across the Internet 
could potentially enhance your research 
activities, the next obvious question is "how 
do I get started?" Unfortunately, even the 
short answer could easily fill several volumes. 
On the bright side, this question has gained the 
attention of librarians and other groups of academics, 
resulting in the production of many very useful, publicly-
available tools including "how to" documents, OPAC catalogs 
(listing the hostname, IP address, and brief instructions on how to 
logon to each system), and public domain software that either 
provides instructions or actually performs the logon process to 
many remote OPACs. Below are described some of the more 
useful resources along these lines, all of which are available via 
anonymous ftp from various sites across the Internet. The table on 
page 9 lists the ftp host from which the item can be obtained, the 
name of the directory in which the file resides, the name of the file 
itself, and the ftp ttansfer mode (binary or ASCII) that should be 
used when downloading the fJ.le. 
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Library Resources on the lntemet 
An indispensable resource for infonnation on all aspects of 
selecting and utilizing remote OPACs (as well as the source and 
the inspiration for much of this article) is a text document as-
sembled by the Direct Patron Access Committee of the American 
Library Association entitled Library Resources on the Internet: 
Stralegies for Selection and Use, edited by Laine Farley of the 
University of California at Berkeley. Contributors to the multi-
faceted guide include Jo Kibbee, head of the UIUC Reference 
Library and UIC's E. Paige Weston, systems librarian. Library 
Resources on the Internet covers a wide range of topics including 
a basic introduction to the Internet (tenns, technology, and back-
ground including a good introductory bibliography), a discussion 
of how and why the use of remote OPACs can benefit users, and 
a description of the major resources or "road maps" for conducting 
searches at various national and international libraries. Especially 
useful are the chapters devoted to how to detennine which 
catalogs to search based on the strengths/weaknesses of 
the OPAC itself or the individual library's collec-
tion, the chapter entitled Survival Tips, which 
provides general but sound advice on how to 
logon to and navigate the myriad OPACs 
available, and a chapter offering sttategies 
on how best to exploit the searching capa-
bilities of an online catalog. Many 
additional topics are covered in this guide 
along with accompanying bibliographies. 
It is a significant piece of collalxntive 
work and an excellent point of de-
parture for anyone wishing to 
know more about online library 
catalogs and other types of 
information systems 
available over the In-
ternet. 
..• 
OPAC Directories 
There are two well-known directories to Internet accessible 
library catalogs and databases: UNT s Accessing On-Line Biblio-
graphic Databases by Billy Barron from the University of North 
Texas and Internet-Accessible Library Catalogs and Databases 
by Dr. Art StGeorge, University of New Mexico, and Dr. Ron 
Larsen, Univezsity of Maryland. 
Billy Barron's guide provides an alphabetical listing of well 
ovez 200 institutions offering online catalog or databa~ sezvices, 
along with brief instructions for logging onto and off of each 
system. Directions for navigating several OP AC interfaces avail-
able through commercial vendors and implemented on one or 
more systems comprise the multiple appendices at the end of the 
directory. 
Although less consistently fonnaued than the Billy Barron 
guide, Internet-Accessible Catalogs and Databases, sometimes 
referred to as the "SL George directory," provides considerably 
more infonnation about many of the institutions represented. 1be 
directory is organized into seven sections: I) domestic catalogs 
and databases accessible without charge, 2) domestic catalogs and 
databases accessible for a charge, 3) international catalogs, 4) dial-
up libraries and catalogs, 5) other online resources (an incomplete, 
but useful list of electronic bulletin boards and other dial-up 
services organized according to the subject-matter emphasis), 6) 
campus-wideinfonnationsystems(systemslikeCCSO'sGuideto 
UniversityoflllinoisDalaandEvents [GUIDE]), and 7)published 
resource directories, an annotated bibliography of publications 
relaled to online systems and services. The length and content of 
each entry in the SL George directory varies with the infoonation 
provided by the contributor. Virtually evezy entry includes 
information on how to log on and off the system as well as the e-
mail address and/<X phone number of a contact person for that 
institution. Many entries also describe the nature of the library 
collection, identifying areas of particular strength, specialized 
databases available to the general public or restricted to local 
patrons, and the extent to which the electronic catalog represents 
the actual holdings of the library. 
A copy of the St George catalog broken down into its 
respective sections is available on CCSO's GUIDE. An updated 
version of the directory can by retrieved from the host listed in the 
table on page 9 . 
(continued on page 8) 
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Software Tools: Electronic OPAC Directories 
A variety of software tools exist that provide OPAC directory 
information in the foon of searchable databases, which, in some 
cases, will actually initiate a telnet session with the remote system. 
Two such applications exist for mM PC and compatible comput-
ers. A memory-resident hypertext program called HYTELNEI', 
for example, presents an electronic equivalent to the Billy Barron 
and SL George directories. This intuitive, point-and-shoot utility 
can be loaded on top of telnet or another tenninal emulation 
program through the use of a special hot lcey combination. OPAC 
sites are listed in a menu alphabetically by country and within each 
submenu by institution name. Logon instructions for each site are 
similar to those given in the Billy Barron Guide. HYTELNET also 
includes an Internet glossary, a listing of the sites that use commer-
cially available OPAC software packages and instructions on their 
use, and an introduction to the telnet utility. 
CAT AUST, another PC-based utility is a Microsoft Win-
dows application that runs under Asymmetrix Corporation's 
Windows 3 developers tool, ToolBoolc. CAT ALIST incorporates 
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all of the data in the Billy Barron guide in an attractive graphical 
interface. OPACs can be searched alphabetically by institution 
name or by geographic location. Using Windows' multitasking 
capabilities, it is possible to run CAT ALIST side by side with your 
terminal emulation program, usually telneL Two versions of 
CAT ALIST are available. For Windows 3 users who already have 
a copy of ToolBook 1.5 installed, one need only download the 
CATALIST toolbook itself (catlO.exe). A second version exists 
that includes a runtime version ofTooiBook, eliminating the need 
for a fully installed version of the ToolBook package (fullcaLexe ). 
Users with PC and AT class machines should be aware that 
CATALIST, like most Tooffiook applications, crawls at a snail's 
pace on any computer slower than a 20 MHz 386SX or 386 
machine. 
Finally, for those operating in a Unix or VMS environment, 
a program called UBTEL incorporates the SL George directory 
into an executable ftle that displays the SL George directory by 
geographical location on the screen. By selecting the number 
corresponding to the desired location and following various 
prompts, LIBTEL actually initiates a telnet session with the 
remote host and displays brief directions on completing the logon/ 
off procedures. LffiTEL for Unix is a shell script in ASCII format. 
To prepare it for use on your system, load the file into a text editor 
and read the comments at the begiMing of the ftle. The LmTEL 
script exists under many different versions and filenames, some of 
which incorporate tn3270 support for remote systems that require 
IBM 3270 emulation. Be sure to read the comments at the 
beginning of the script in order to detennine which version you 
have downloaded and how it differs from the others available 
(only one of the many available versions of the Unix shell script 
is listed in the table on page 9) . 
Newsgroups and Mailing Lists 
Netnewsreaders can find current infoonation and discussions 
about online library catalogs in the newsgroups 
comp.intemetJibrary and biUistserv .pacs-1. If you do not have 
U~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--aicciess toNetnews, you can subscribe to the latter group by adding your name to the BITNET PACS-L Listserver. To do so, send an electronic mail message to: 
LISTSERV@UHUPVMl.BITNET 
In the body of your message, enter the single line: 
SUBSCRIBE PACS-L Your _Full_Name 
(continued on page 9) 
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For example, SUBSCRIBE PACS-L Jobn _Doe. Messages and 
discussions contributed by other PACS-L subscribers will auto-
matically be sent to your electronic mail address. Additionally, you 
can request archived files from the PACS-L listserver. lnsbUctions 
on how to do so will be sent to you when you subscribe. 
Where To Go From Here 
The resources listed in this article provide a starting point for 
any user interested in exploring online catalog resources available 
on the Internet. While writing this article, my own personal journey 
took me, among other locations, to the monograph collection at 
Cambridge University, the Princeton University Online Manu-
scripts Catalog (describing ovez 56,000 unique manuscripts and 
MS collections), a collection of over 30 databases covering a 
variety of subject-matter areas at Syracuse University, and the 
cataloging records of the Library of Congress available through 
Data Research Associates-all without ever leaving my desk. As 
you acquire and acquaint yourself with some or all of the materials 
described above, you will encounter information and additional 
bibliographies that will prepu-e you for your own adventure to these 
and hundreds of othez free and tremendously useful information 
systems. 0 
li > ~~~> T• :r ~ • ••.••.. ·>- ··· 
Library Resources 011 tile .bateraet: dla.uc:op.cdu pub/internet libcat-guide 
••• • 
. . 
. . . . . 
ASCII 
Strateaies for Selectioa aJKI Use 
ASCII document containing everything 
you need to know to get started using 
Online Public Access Catalogs (OPACs). 
UNT's Accessiq Oa-Liae vaxb.acs.unt.cdu 
Bibliographic Databases (Billy Barroa 
Guide) 
ASCII document containing a directory of 
national and intanational OPACs 
acceasible ovc-z the Internet with basic 
logon instructions. 
Jatenaet-Accessible Library Catalogs & 
Databases (St. Georae Directory) 
ASCII document containing a directory of 
national and international OP ACs, BBS's, 
Campus-wide Information Systems, etc. 
HYTELNET 
PC-bued TSR that displays Billy Barron 
Guide in a hypc:rtcxt format. Requires 
PKUNZIP to extract the flle. 
CATALIST 
Hypc:rtcxt OPAC directory and logon 
instructions that runs undc-z Microsoft 
Windows 3 with ToolBook 1.5. If you 
have ToolBook installed. download 
catlO.exe. If you do not, download 
fullcat.exe. Both are self-extracting ZIP 
flies. 
LIB TEL 
Shell script (Unix}/e.xecutable program 
(VMS), which initiates a telnet session 
with most libraries in the St. George 
directory. 
ariel.unm.cdu 
access.usask.ca 
zebra.acs.udel.cdu 
vaxb.acs.unt.cdu 
LffiRARY.DIR 
(use command "cd 
library" to change 
directories) 
library 
hytelnetlpc 
pub/libruy 
LIBRARY .DIR 
(use conunand "cd 
library" to change 
directories) 
LIBRARIES.TXT 
intemct.library 
hytelnSO.zip 
catlO.exe 
fullcat.exe 
LffiTFL-UNIX.ESCAPE 
LffiTFL.COM (for VMS 
systems) 
ASCII 
ASCII 
binary 
ASCII 
binary 
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Protect Your Data by 
Practicing "Safe Computing" 
What do President Bush and your hard disk have in common? 
Neither are immune to viruses. But seriously folks, recently 
sevezal new PC viruses have appeared on campus, including a 
particularly virulent strain called Michelangelo, which, according 
to reports, willrefoonatall infected hard disks on March 6th of this 
yeM. (For more information on the Michelangelo virus, see the 
November-Decembes issue of CSO Updates, vol. 2, II 11-12.) 
Other viruses sited on campus include the Bloody! (alias Beijing) 
virus and 1575, also known as the 1577, 1591, or Green Caterpil-
lar virus. 
The Michelangelo, Bloody!, and 1575 viruses are all charac-
tmzed by a decrease in the total and available system memory 
displayed by the DOS cbkdsk command. 1575 also causes growth 
in .COM and .EXE files, file date/time changes, general sluggish-
ness in the execution of DOS dir commands, and, with one 
particular variant, the appearance of a caterpillar graphic that eats 
all of the characun on the current screen display. Bloody!' s more 
obvious symptoms, in addition to decreased memOI)', are ex-
tended boot time and the appearance of the message ''Bloody! Jun. 
4, 1989" on every sixth boot after the infected system has been 
booted 128 times. All three viruses can cause significant damage 
to both hard and floppy disks. 
Virtually all PC users are at risk. Did you know, for example, 
that viruses have been found on diskettes distributed in shrink-
wrapped, popular commercial software packages? Users who 
share ftles across a net-
work or exchange 
floppy disks with com-
puting compatriots are 
especially vulnerable. 
In fact, as boot secur 
infectors, both Michel-
angelo and Bloody! can 
reside on and be trans-
mitted by floppy disks 
that contain no apparent 
executable <X' data files. 
To avoid potential 
calamity, it is essential to keep your 
virus detection software up to date 
and in regular use (this applies to Mac 
users, too!). The PC virus detection and 
clean-up programs VirllScan V85 and 
CleanUp V85 are available for download 
from uxl.cso.uiuc.edu and are capable of 
detecting and eliminating all three of the 
above-named viruses. These packages can 
be found in the directory /pub/pdvirus (pc/virus for anonymous 
ftp users) under the fllenamesscanv85.zip and clean85.zip. Many 
other PC virus detection, cleanup, and information ftles are also 
included in this directory. Public domain and shareware virus 
detection programs for the Mac are located in the /pub/mac/virus 
directory (madvirus for anonymous ftp users) oo uxl. (A good 
anti-viral utility available on ux1 for the Mac is Disbaf(eciiUit.) 
Most PC and Mac virus-protection/clean-up files must be ex-
tracted with the appropriate decompression software (e.g., 
PKUNZIP, Stufflt) before use. 
Be safe rather than sorry. Take the time to acquire and use 
virus protection software. 
Student Records Data Now 
Available to University Faculty 
and Staff over umcnet 
The longitudinal database (LDB), which contains academic 
history information for all UIUC students enrolled since 1982, has 
long been available to authorized AISS clients equipped with a 
controller or special SYTEK connection to AISS 's Administrative 
Computing Network. Previously, however, access to this highly 
sensitive data was not available to UIUCnet users, because it was 
felt that the standard password security controls were not suffi-
cient to validate authorized users on a network open to the general 
public. To remedy this problem, AISS has implemented a new 
security strategy called Extended User Authorization (EU A) that 
employs a "dynamic password" to verify the identity of LOB 
users. 
At the heart of EUA is a small hand-held device called the 
SecureNet.Key (SNK). When a user attempts to logon to LOB via 
telnet or dial-up, s/he is presented with a challenge string of 
characters which is to be entered into the SecureNet Key device. 
The SecureNet Key then displays the challenge response to be 
keyed into the user's tenninal (desktop computer) in order to 
complete the login process. Each SecureNet Key is link~ to 
AISS 's security system (ACF2), which programs the SNK w1th a 
version of the challenge algorithm unique to that particular device. 
Additionally, each SNK is protected by a unique personal identi-
fication number that must be entered by the user before the 
challenge procedure can be initiated. This rigorous identification 
process serves to satisfy the essential security needs of the Office 
of Admissions and Records, custodian of the LOB data. 
(continued on page 11) 
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The cost of the SecureNet Key is cwrently $60.00. Users 
located in buildings connected to the campus backbone who 
cmrently access LDB through a direct terminal connection or 
SYTEK (as well as staff who are interested in obtaining LDB 
authorization) can request an infonnation packet from Jim Steele, 
Office of Admissions and Records, 333-9262 (e-mail: 
axastel@uicvmc .aiss.uiuc .edu). The packet contains information 
on the SecureNet Key system, various methods of accessing 
student data, an AISS publication entitled Accessing the Adminis-
trative Computing Network, June 1991, and an application for 
online access to LDB. 
The above article was partially adapted from an article written ..... l!!!!!iiilll-.~!/1! 
by Brian Wallen and Larry Smith, which appeared in the Novem-
ber/December 1991 issue of the AISS newsletter The Integrated 
Circuit. 
New Archie Servers Lighten 
Quiche's Load 
Many users of the archie electronic directory service have 
become painfully aware of the popularity of this invaluable tool. 
Due to the limit of 10 concurrent telnet sessions on the archie 
server at McGill University, it is often difficult to establish a 
connection during prime hours. Also, the processing of queries 
generated by archie client programs are sometimes extremely 
slow. 
The increased demand for the archie service has led to the 
establishment of several additional archie servers across the globe. 
They are listed in the table bel~w: 
Three new North American servers are available, all support-
ing interactive login using telnet, queries from archie client 
programs, and electronic mail requests. At present, response time 
and availability of the new servers are noticeably better than that 
at McGill. (Note: North ~erican users are discouraged from 
using the overseas archie servers) 
To telnet to one of the new servers, open a telnet session using 
one of the host names oc IP numbers listed in the table of servers. 
Once connected, enter archie 
• ·• > . • .· ( · •• •····· .•• I • • .• •• j ·• ••• =·=~:beap::; 
... • . • ·• ••• < • . . • • ·· ·· ·········• ······• • . · · • .. · · · . · . · . . at the archie> prompt. In-
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. . ' '' ~~~.~ • •. . .. • • .. J =:g help at the archie> Bil~ The archie client pro-
gram (described in the SeptJ 
Oct 91 issue of UIUCnet) 
installed on the CCSO ad-
(continued on page 12) 
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ministered Unix machines directs all queries to the server at 
McGill by default It is possible, however, to query another archie 
server by using the utility's host ( -h hosi1UIIIN) option. The host 
option allows the user to specify the hostname of the archie server 
to which the query should be directed. For example, to query the 
SURAnet server with the archie client, use the following syntax: 
archie -h archie.sura.net seGTCII_expression 
The host optioo can be combined with any of the other options 
available for the archie client For a complete list of options 
coosult the archie man page by typing man archie at the Unix 
prompt 
The NDO Welcomes Newcomer 
Lyn Dick 
In December of 1991, Lyn Dick joined the Network Design 
Offtee staff as office assistant, replacing Leslie Rankin. Lyn 
comes to the NDO from the CCSO Resource Center, where she 
The Campus Network 
Computing and Communications Services Office 
1120 DCL 
worked at the Information Desk for roughly six months. Lyn's · 
duties include tracking staff schedules, ordering and tracking 
network equipment, scheduling meetings, routing calls, and many 
other responsibilities. In addition, it is Lyn' s friendly voice that 
you will hear at the other end of the phone when you call the NDO 
main number, 244-1600. E-mail users can reach Lyn at the address 
ldiclc@u.xl.eso.uiuc .edll. Please join the NDO staff in welcoming 
Lyn to her new position. 0 
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AISS (ACN) 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
3270 Terminal Emulation: Getting to Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 3 discussion of the software, hardware, and 
ffiM Mainframes through UIUCnet commands necessary to access CCSO and AISS 
ffiM mainframes in full-screen mode 
AISS Implements New Procedures for Nov. 91 4 4 4 announcement of the new telnet address for ACN 
Telnet Access to the ACN access and implementation of the Client Access 
System (CAS) 
AISS Publications Garner Awards Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 7 announcement that two AISS publications won 
awards from Society for Technical 
Communication 
AISS Services Can Aid Office Dec. 89 2 7 3 introduction to the basic services offered by the 
Organization Administrative Information Systems and 
Services unit on campus 
Better AISS Interface Feb. - Apr. 91 4 1 3 brief announcement of the AISS Client Access 
System (CAS) 
Class Rosters Online July - Aug. 90 3 5 3 instructions on bow faculty and TA's can obtain 
up-to-date class rosters online 
New Central Stores Online Ordering Feb.- Apr. 91 4 1 3 description of AISS's online catalog for Central 
Stores (accessible over UIUCnet with a PROFS 
account) 
New PROFS Quick Reference Guide Oct. -Nov. 90 3 7 3 announcement of new AISS documentation for 
UICVMC's Professional Office System (PROFS), 
which offers e-mail and calendaring 
page 1 
UIUCnet Cumulative Index: 1988-1991 
Opting for ffiM's Infonet Nov. 89 2 6 3 description of the many and varied services 
available through the ffiM Information Network 
(liN) 
PROFS: E-mail on UICVMC Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 2 discussion of the e-maiUcalendaring software 
that runs on AISS's mainframe, UICVMC 
Q&A: How Do I Access the Oct. 89 2 5 6 instructions on how to access the AISS 
Administrative Computing Machines mainframes using telnet or tn3270 
from UIUCnet? 
Q&A: What's the difference between Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 8 description and comparison of the three 
UIUCnet, Sytek LocalNet, and the networks known as UIUCnet, Sytek LocalNet, 
Administrative Computing Network and the Administrative Computing Network 
(ACN)? (ACN) 
Student Records Data Now Available to Dec. 91 - Jan. 92 5 4 10 discussion of the AISS SecureNet Key system, 
University Faculty and Staff over which permits dial-up and telnet users to access 
UIUCnet the Student Records database 
UI Administrative Network Supports Sept. 89 2 4 3 announcement of ACN implementation and 
Telnet support for the telnet utility on AISS mainframes 
Archie 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Archie Client Installed on CSO Unix Sept. - Oct 91 4 3 7 description of the archie client on Unix 
Machines machines and instructions on how to use it 
Archie: Directory of Anonymous FfP Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 6 description and brief tutorial on the first archie 
Archive Sites and What They Offer server located at McGill University 
New Archie Servers Lighten Quiche's Dec. 91 -Jan. 92 4 5 11 announcement of several new domestic and 
Load transatlantic archie servers 
Campus Network Developments 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Beckman Institute Network Design Nov. - Dec. 88 1 6 1 description of the planning and implementation 
of the Beckman Institute network 
Buildings Connected and to Be May- Aug. 91 4 2 5 list of all buildings, departments (and associated 
Connected to UIUCnet LAN administrators) presently connected or 
scheduled to be connected to UIUCnet 
CAN Group Lays RIP to Sept. - Oct. 91 4 3 4 description of the new routing protocol used on 
Rest-Upgrades Routers to OSPF campus backbone routers 
Computer Networking at the U of I Sept. 90 3 6 1 description of networking activities at UIUC 
with emphasis on UIUCnet and the services it 
offers 
NCSA Developing Real-Time Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 9 description of NCSA's development of real-time 
Applications for Network Testbeds computer graphics and other applications that 
can take advantage very high-speed networks 
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The Network Design Office Apr. 89 2 2 1 introduction to the newly established Network 
Design Office; description of the NIXl's 
mission, services, and procedures 
Two Good Signs Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 5 announcement of the T3 ( 45 Mbps) line from 
UIUCnet to the NSFNET 
UIUCnet: E Pluribus Unum May- Aug. 91 4 2 1 history and description of the campus backbone 
and in-building network installations 
ccso News 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
CompuFair '90 at Assembly Hall July - Aug. 90 3 5 3 announcement of the 1990 Computer Fair 
CSO Network Head Retires July - Aug. 90 3 5 3 announcement of the retirement of Sue 
Greenberg, Assoc. Director of CSO and director 
oftheNIXl 
CSO + Office of Telecommunications = Nov. 91 4 4 5 announcement of CSO-UIUC Office of 
ccso Telecommunications merger 
GandaH Switch Gone after July 12 May- June 90 3 4 1 announcement of the deactivation of the Gandalf 
switch, a device previously used for dial-in 
access to CCSO mainframes 
Internet Document from CSO Author Nov. 89 2 6 3 announcement of Ed Krol's well-known and 
widely circulated document, "The Hitchhiker's 
Guide to the Internet" (RFC 1118) 
Introducing the CSO Networking Staff Sept. 88 1 4 1 introduction to the CSO networking staff and the 
responsibilities of individuals within the 
organizational hierarchy 
New CSO Public Computer Site Feb.- Mar. 90 3 2 7 announcement of the CCSO microcomputer site 
at the comer of Oregon and Lincoln Ave. 
ccso Services 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Broadband Services Expanded; Some Sept. 88 1 4 2 description of the expansion of the campus 
Outages Yet to Come broadband network (primarily Sytek) and service 
outages resulting from the expansion and other 
causes 
Class Rosters Online July - Aug. 90 3 5 3 instructions on how faculty and TA's can obtain 
up-to-date class rosters online 
Computer Networking at the U of I Sept. 90 3 6 description of networking activities at UIUC 
with emphasis on UIUCnet and the services it 
offers 
Free Student Accounts: CSO's Ticket to Sept. 90 3 6 3 instructions on obtaining a free student account 
Ride on the CCSO Unix machine uxa or the mM 
mainframevmd 
Freshman Meet the CillEF Oct. 89 2 5 7 announcement of the campus information 
bulletin board (GUIDE), formerly called CHIEF 
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Future of Sytek Network Dec. 90- Jan. 91 3 ' 8 7 information on the status and future of the Sytek 
broadband network 
GUIDE Takes Over for CHIEF May- Aug. 91 4 2 4 announcement of the new name (GUIDE) for 
mucnet's campus-wide information system 
formally named CHIEF 
Introducing the Terminal Server Sept. 89 2 4 2 description and instructions on how to use the 
CCSO terminal server dial-up facility to access 
mucnet via modem 
Micro Resource Center Has Public Oct. 89 2 5 6 instructions on how to obtain public domain 
Domain Telnet Software telnet/tn3270 software from the CSO Micro 
Resource Center 
Micro Resource Center Lends Help & Sept. 90 3 6 4 description of the facilities of the Micro 
Info Resource Center formerly located in the lllini 
Union 
Network Maintenance Hours Dec. 89 2 7 3 discussion of the scheduled maintenance hours 
for mucnet and maintenance information 
available through the CCSO status server 
New CSO Network Support Group July - Aug. 90 3 5 2 announcement of the CCSO on-site consulting 
service for assisting with software, hardware, 
and network-related problems 
New CSO Public Computer Site Feb.- Mar. 90 3 2 7 announcement of the CCSO microcomputer site 
at the comer of Oregon and Lincoln Ave. 
New CSO Resource Center Open Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 7 announcement of the new CCSO Resource Center 
in 1420 OCL 
New Releases of PC!fCP Plus and May- Aug. 91 4 2 2 announcement of new versions of NCSA Telnet . 
NCSA Telnet Now Available version 2.4 for Mac and version 2.3 for PC; FTP 
Inc.'s PCffCP Plus 2.05 
Q&A: What's the Difference between Dec. 90- Jan. 91 3 8 8 description and comparison of the three 
UIUCnet, Sytek LocaiNet, and the networks known as illUCnet, Sytek LocalNet, 
Administrative Computing Network and the Administrative Computing Network 
(ACN)? (ACN) 
Status Server Operational Aug. 88 1 3 4 instructions on how to retrieve information 
about scheduled downtimes for CCSO equipment 
through the CCSO Status Server 
Student Sites Makeover Ready for Fall Sept. 89 2 4 3 summary of improvements made at various 
Semester CCSO microcomputer sites 
The CSO Public Computer Sites: Sept. 90 3 6 2 description of CCSO public sites and the 
What's There for You? facilities (software/hardware) they offer 
The CSO Support Center-No More June 88 1 3 description of the CSO support center and the 
Runaround services it delivers-a one-stop shopping 
approach to computer/networking support 
The Network Design Office Apr. 89 2 2 1 introduction to the newly established Network 
Design Office; description of the NDO's 
mission, services, and procedures 
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E-mail 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
2nd Call: Class Rosters On-Line Oct. 89 2 5 7 instructions on bow faculty and TA's can obtain 
up-to-date class rosters online 
Announcing E-mail to Fax Gateway Feb.- Mar. 90 3 2 4 announcement and instructions on the CCSO 
e-mail to fax gateway, which permits sending 
e-mail messages directly to a fax machine 
anywhere in the U.S. 
cc:Mail-E-mail for the LAN Feb. - Apr. 91 4 1 2 description of the UIUC site-licensed, 
LAN-based e-mail product cc:Mail for the DOS, 
OS/2, and Macintosh platforms, including the 
SMTP gateway 
Class Rosters Online July - Aug. 90 3 5 3 instructions on bow faculty and TA's can obtain 
up-to-date class rosters online 
CMS Mail and Ricemail on VMD Dec. 90- Jan. 91 3 8 3 discussion and comparison of two mail programs 
that run on CCSO's mM mainframe vmd 
Eudora: E-mail for the Macintosh Feb. - Apr. 91 4 1 1 description of the Macintosh POP mail client 
Eudora 
Figuring Out Where Good Mail W ~nt July 88 1 2 2 discussion on bow to interpret diagnostic 
Bad information in the headers of undeliverable 
e-mail messages 
Finding an E-mail Address Oct. 89 2 5 1 instructions on how to use the CCSO Nameserver 
(Ph) to access and/or modify e-mail address 
information 
Learning BTINETI Dec. 89 2 7 4 discussion clarifying the differences between the 
BTINET network and the electronic mail services 
it delivers 
Mail Forwarding Available Apr. 89 2 2 2 instructions on bow to use the CCSO Nameserver 
(Ph) to forward mail 
Mainframe Electronic Mail Options at Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 introduction to e-mail software on university 
UI mainframes 
Making Sense Out of E-Mail Addresses Apr. 90 3 3 4 guide to addressing conventions used for 
Internet, BTINET, and UUCP electronic mail 
New Macintosh E-mail Program May- June 90 3 4 3 announcement of the initial release of Eudora, 
Available POP mail client for the Macintosh 
O&M Requests through E-mail Feb.- Mar. 90 3 2 7 announcement that University Operations and 
Maintenance will accept non-emergency work 
requests via e-mail 
PROFS: E-mail on UICVMC Dec. 90- Jan. 91 3 8 2 Discussion of the e-maiVcalendaring software 
that runs on AISS's mainframe, UICVMC 
Q&A: How Do I Insert a File into an Nov. 89 2 6 3 instructions on reading an existing file into an 
E-Mail Message Originating from a e-mail message using the Unix-based Berkeley 
Unix Host? Mail package 
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Sending Mail between Networks Aug. 88 1 3 1 discussion of the Internet, BITNET, and UUCP 
e-mail addressing conventions and advice on 
bow to send mail between these networks 
The Leading Edge Is Relative Feb. - Mar. 90 3 2 3 discussion of the benefits of electronic mail and 
mailing lists and the potential benefits of 
reaching out to a wider community 
Understanding E-mail Addresses Feb. - Mar. 90 3 2 2 discussion of the Domain Name System (DNS) 
and conventions for e-mail addressing with 
emphasis on Internet style addressing 
University Class Rosters Online Feb. - Mar. 90 3 2 7 instructions on how faculty and TA's can obtain 
up-to-date class rosters online 
Unix Mail Packages Offer Variety Dec. 90- Jan. 91 3 8 1 discussion and comparison of the Unix mail 
packages: Berkeley Mail, MH, and ELM 
FTP 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Archie: Directory of Anonymous FTP Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 6 description and brief tutorial on the frrst archie 
Archive Sites and What They Offer server located at McGill University 
New Releases of PCifCP Plus and May- Aug. 91 4 2 2 announcement of new versions of NCSA Telnet 
NCSA Telnet Now Available version 2.4 for Mac and version 2.3 for PC; FTP 
Inc.'s PCffCP Plus 2.05 
Retrieving Software by Anonymous Oct. 88 1 5 4 brief instructions on how to use anonymous ftp 
FIP to obtain software from computers on which you 
do not have an account 
Users Warned against FTP Security July - Aug. 90 3 5 2 discussion of the vulnerability of computers 
Problem running an FTP server without proper password 
protection 
International Connectivity 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Glasnost Comes to Networking July - Aug. 90 3 5 3 announcement of U.S. Department of Commerce 
policy permitting limited Internet connectivity 
to Eastern Bloc countries 
National Connectivity: Ul's Access to Nov. 89 2 6 1 description of the technology and history 
the World through ... the Internet behind the TCPIIP-based international network 
known as the Internet 
No VISA Required Feb. - Apr. 91 4 1 5 discussion of the global expansion of the 
Internet and the political/legal ramifications 
thereof 
NSF Links to Europe July - Aug. 90 3 5 3 announcement of transatlantic fiber optic 
connection between the Cornell National 
Supercomputing Facility and the European 
Laboratory for Particle Physics (CERN) 
Number of Entities with International Dec. 91 -Jan. 92 4 5 5 list of all countries and their Internet, BITNET, 
Connectivity UUCP, and FIOONET connectivity 
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Papers Please Feb. - Apr. 91 4 1 5 discussion of the legal ramifications of 
exporting ideas, software, and facilities by 
means of international connectivity 
Internet Services 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Archie Client Installed on CSO Unix Sept. - Oct 91 4 3 7 description of the archie client on Unix 
Machines machines and instructions on bow to use it. 
Archie: Directory of Anonymous FfP Dec. 90- Jan. 91 3 8 6 description and brief tutorial on the frrst archie 
Archive Sites and What They Offer server located at McGill University 
DDN Network Information Center Nov. 91 4 4 3 announcement of the new address (IP and U.S. 
(NIC) Relocates mail) for the DON (Data Defense Network) 
Network Information Center 
Let Your Fingers Do the Searching: Dec. 91 -Jan. 92 5 4 6 description of text and software tools for 
Accessing Library Catalogs and accessing electronic library catalogs across the 
Databases across the Internet globe 
New Archie Servers Lighten Quiche's Dec. 91 - Jan. 92 4 5 11 announcement of several new domestic and 
Load transatlantic archie servers 
What Is the NIC? Nov. 91 4 4 3 description of the DON Network Information 
Center 
Internet/BITNETIUUCP 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Access to the World through a Network Dec. 89 2 7 1 description of the technology and history 
Known as BITNET behind the mM-based educational network 
known as BITNET (Because It's Time Network) 
How Big Is the Internet? Nov. 91 4 4 1 discussion of the probable number of networks, 
hosts, and users on the Internet as well as 
statistics about NSFNET traffic 
Learning BITNET? Dec. 89 2 7 4 discussion clarifying the differences between the 
BITNET network and the electronic mail services 
it delivers 
Listserv Groups Added to Netnews May- Aug. 91 4 2 4 announcement of the implementation of a 
gateway between popular BITNET Listserv 
groups and Netnews 
Making Sense Out of E-Mail Addresses Apr. 90 3 3 4 guide to addressing conventions used for 
Internet, BI1NET, and UUCP electronic mail 
Measuring the Size of the Internet Nov. - Dec. 88 1 6 2 reprint of an article from "NSF Network News" 
presenting statistics on the size and growth of 
the Internet 
National Connectivity: UI's Access to Nov. 89 2 6 description of the technology and history 
the World through ... the Internet behind the TCPIIP-based international network 
known as the Internet 
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Sending Mail between Networks Aug. 88 1 3 1 discussion of the Internet, BTINET, and UUCP 
e-mail addressing conventions and advice on 
bow to send mail between these networks 
Understanding E-mail Addresses Feb. - Mar. 90 3 2 2 discussion of the Domain Name System (DNS) 
and conventions for e-mail addressing with 
emphasis on Internet style addressing 
USENET Options at U of I Jan. 90 3 1 2 discussion of client programs for reading Unix 
Netnews including the now obsolete program 
"notes" 
USENET: the Information Grapevine Jan. 90 3 1 2 discussion of the Unix-based bulletin board 
service known as USENET or Netnews 
Library Services 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
How the LCS Gateway Works Jan. 89 2 1 3 description of the technology and procedures 
involved in connecting to the online library 
catalog via the LCS gateway and the commands 
used once connected 
ILLINET Online Gets an Interface Lift Dec. 91 - Jan. 92 4 5 1 description of mainframe library interface to 
ILLINET Online accessible via telnet 
Let Your Fingers Do the Searching: Dec. 91 - Jan. 92 5 4 6 -description of text and software tools for 
Accessing Library Catalogs and accessing electronic library catalogs across the 
Databases across the Internet globe 
Library Computer System Accessible Jan. 89 2 1 2 instructions on accessing the online library 
by Telnet catalog via telnet 
Q&A: How Do I Access the Library Dec. 89 2 7 4 instructions on bow to connect to CCSO's 
Computer System Using Telnet? interface to the online library catalog 
(LCSgated) using telnet 
Miscellaneous 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Getting All Your Dots in a Row: Oct. 88 1 5 2 description of several of the Unix "dot" flles, 
Proper Setup Files for Unix their function, and advice on bow to configure 
Networking them 
Network Administrators: Holding the July - Aug. 90 3 5 1 description of the many and varied duties of the 
Key to LAN Success building network administrator 
Networking Ethics Sept. 90 3 6 4 director of CCSO encourages students to use 
campus network resources responsibly 
Protect Your Data by Practicing Safe Dec. 91 - Jan. 92 5 4 10 description of the Michelangelo, Caterpillar, 
Computing and Bloody! viruses and anti-virus software used 
to detect and eliminate them 
The Voyager Spacecraft and UI Sept. 89 2 4 3 comparison between the speed of digitally 
Networking: A New Perspective transmitted pictures from the Voyager spacecraft 
and the speed of various types of UIUCnet 
connections 
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What Is Fax? Feb. - Mar. 90 3 2 4 brief introduction to electronic facsimile 
technology 
Modem Access 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Gandalf Switch Gone after July 12 May- June 90 3 4 1 announcement of the deactivation of the Gandalf 
switch, a device previously used for dial-in 
access to CCSO mainframes 
Introducing the Terminal Server Sept. 89 2 4 2 description and instructions on how to use the 
CCSO terminal server dial-up facility to access 
mucnet via modem 
New Chicago Terminal Server Feb. - Apr. 91 4 1 3 phones numbers and specifications for mc·s 
terminal server which can be used to access 
mucnet 
Terminal Servers Support Full Screen May- June 90 3 4 1 announcement and instructions on support for 
ModetoVMD full-screen vmd sessions via the CCSO terminal 
server 
National/International Network News 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
ARP Aoet Drops Texas June 88 1 1 1 announcement of federal funding cutbacks 
requiring the elimination of two southern 56 
Kbps trunklines on the ARP Anet 
Bush Initiative Parallels Gore Bill for Oct. 89 2 5 3 summary of the Bush administration's and 
Data 'Superhighway' senator Bill Gore's proposals for funding and 
implementation of a high-speed national 
network 
Glasnost Comes to Networking July - Aug. 90 3 5 3 announcement of U.S. Department of Commerce 
policy permitting limited Internet connectivity 
to Eastern Bloc countries 
High Speed NSFNET links Tested Apr. 90 3 3 6 announcement of the testing of T3 ( 45 Mbps) 
connections on the NSFNET 
NCSA Developing Real-Time Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 9 description of NCSA's development of real-time 
Applications for Network Testbeds computer graphics and other applications that 
can take advantage very high-speed networks 
NSF Links to Europe July - Aug. 90 3 5 3 announcement of transatlantic fiber optic 
connection between the Cornell National 
Supercomputing Facility and the European 
Laboratory for Particle Physics (CERN) 
NSFNET Gets Bigger and Faster May- June 90 3 4 3 announcement of the addition of 3 new NSFNET 
nodes and faster T3 connections to a number of 
existing nodes 
NSFNET ll - the Sequel: National July 88 1 2 4 description of the NSFNET upgrade from 56 
Science Foundation Backbone Kbps links to T1 ( 1.544 Mbps) links between 
Upgraded nodes 
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Scientists Share Data at Speed of Light Sept. 89 2 4 1 reprint of N.Y. Times article on how national 
and international networking bas changed the 
speed and nature of · information exchange 
NDO News 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.# Comments/Description 
Budget Busters: Renovation and Dec. 91 - Jan. 92 4 5 4 advice on how to best plan and budget for 
Relocation network design and equipment when relocating 
or renovating an existing building 
Buildings Connected and to Be May- Aug. 91 4 2 5 list of all buildings, departments (and associated 
Connected to UIUCnet LAN administrators) presently connected or 
scheduled to be connected to UIUCnet 
Campus Local Network Administrators Oct. 89 2 5 7 announcement of meeting for network 
Meeting Called administrators 
CSO Network Head Retires July - Aug. 90 3 5 3 announcement of the retirement of Sue 
Greenberg, Assoc. Director of CSO and director 
oftheNDO 
NDO Announces Outside Vendor Policy Feb. - Mar. 90 3 2 7 announcement of the NOO's policy on working 
with non-university vendors for the design and 
installation of LANs 
NDO Says Farewell to Leslie Rankin Nov. 91 4 4 6 
Network Design Update Nov. 91 4 4 7 list of new UIUCnet connections and 
installations in progress and completed 
Network Design Update July - Aug. 90 3 5 4 
Network Design Update Feb.- Mar. 90 3 2 7 
Network Design Update Dec.89 2 7 4 
Network Design Update Oct. 89 2 5 7 
Network Design Update Aug. 89 2 3 3 
Novell Gives Networking Products to Jan. 89 2 1 2 announcement of a Novell Inc. donation to the 
Uofl university including computer hardware, 
software, and cash for the implementation of 
several Novell LANs 
The NDO Welcomes Newcomer Lyn Dec. 91 - Jan. 92 4 5 12 
Dick 
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NDO Services 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Funding for Campus LANs Apr.90 3 3 8 policy statement on the design and funding of 
in-building local area networks 
The Network Design Office Apr. 89 2 2 1 introduction to the newly established Network 
Design Office; description of the NDO's 
mission, services, and procedures 
The Network Design Office Apr. 89 2 2 1 introduction to the newly established Network 
Design Office; description of the NOO's 
mission, services, and procedures 
Netnews/USENET 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Additional System Outage Notification Jan. 90 3 1 3 announcement that scheduled network system 
Procedure outages will be posted to the newsgroup 
uiuc.campusnet and brief discussion of the CCSO 
status server 
An Invasion from Sherwood Forest Jan. 89 2 1 1 ~eprint of anecdotal USENET article on the 
importance of system security on multi-user 
computers 
ClariNet "Electronic Newspaper" Site Oct. - Nov. 90 3 7 3 brief description of the ClariNet "electronic 
License newspaper" containing a wide variety of timely 
information and available on through Netnews 
Listserv Groups Added to Netnews May- Aug. 91 4 2 4 announcement of the implementation of a 
gateway between popular BITNET Listserv 
groups and Netnews 
New Deutsch Newsgroups Oct. - Nov. 90 3 7 4 announcement of German news groups added to 
CCSO Netnews server 
'Notesfiles' Keep Users Informed ... Aug. 89 2 3 3 description of the locally written interface to 
about Everything USENET/Netnews called "notes" and brief 
instructions on how to use it 
USENET Options at U of I Jan. 90 3 1 2 discussion of client programs for reading Unix 
Netnews including the now obsolete program 
"notes" 
USENET: the Information Grapevine Jan. 90 3 1 2 discussion of the Unix-based bulletin board 
service known as USENET or Netnews 
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Network Access Methods 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Access Methods: Traffic Control on Oct. 89 2 5 4 description of the topology and technology of 
the Network Token Ring (IBM and Proteon) and Ethernet 
networks 
Network Configuration 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Beckman Institute Network Design Nov. - Dec. 88 1 6 1 description of the planning and implementation 
of the Beckman Institute network 
Data Communication Using the B-jack June 88 1 1 1 discussion of bow the data communications jack 
(B-jack) can be used for in-building networking 
Network Performance: Numbers Can Nov.- Dec. 88 1 6 1 discussion of the relationship of the potential 
Lie signaling speed of a network (or piece of 
hardware) and actual throughput 
Take A Number Please!!! Sept. - Oct. 91 4 3 6 advice on naming AppleTalk zones and 
Interconnecting AppleTalk Networks assigning network numbers on an AppleTalk 
network 
Network Hardware 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
3270 Terminal Emulation: Getting to Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 3 discussion of the software, hardware, and 
ffiM Mainframes through UIUCnet commands necessary to access CCSO and AISS 
ffiM mainframes in full-screen mode 
Are You Being Served? Sept. - Oct. 91 4 3 1 description of the nature and services offered by 
network file servers 
Campus Connectivity: The Long and Aug. 89 2 3 2 description of local area network topologies and 
Winding Road technologies in general as well as a specific 
discussion of the campus backbone architecture 
Network Performance: Numbers Can Nov. - Dec. 88 1 6 1 discussion of the relationship of the potential 
Lie signaling speed of a network (or piece of 
hardware) and actual throughput 
NeXT: What's in It for Networking Oct. 88 1 5 discussion of the features of the NeXT computer 
including its built-in networking hardware and 
software 
Novell Gives Networking Products to Jan. 89 2 2 announcement of a Novell Inc. donation to the 
Uofl university including computer hardware, 
software, and cash for the implementation of 
several Novell LANs 
Q&A: What Type of Wiring is Used on Feb. - Apr. 91 4 1 6 description and specifications for unshielded 
UIUCnet? twisted pair, thin-coax, thick coax, and 
fiber-optic cable 
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Network Software 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Are You Being Served? Sept. - Oct. 91 4 3 1 description of the nature and services offered by 
network flle servers 
cc:Mail-E -mail for the LAN Feb.- Apr. 91 4 2 description of the UIUC site-licensed, 
LAN-based e-mail product cc:Mail for the DOS, 
OS/2, and Macintosh platforms, including the 
SMTP gateway 
CSO Site-license for Novell Netware Sept. - Oct. 91 4 3 2 description of the Novell 3.11 Network 
3.11 Operating System and the site license offered 
through CCSO 
CSO Software Site License: Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 9 description of FfP Software Inc.'s application 
LANWatch-Network Protocol for analyzing network traffic 
Analyzer 
Eudora: E-mail for the Macintosh Feb. - Apr. 91 4 1 1 description of the Macintosh POP mail client 
Eudora 
LAN Manager 2.0 Offers Migration May- Aug. 91 4 2 4 Microsoft's plan for providing transitional and 
Path for 3Com LANs migration support for 3Com LANs 
Micro Resource Center Has Public Oct. 89 2 5 6 instructions on how to obtain public domain 
Domain Telnet Software telnet/tn3270 software from the CSO Micro 
Resource Center 
New Macintosh E-mail Program May- June 90 3 4 3 announcement of the initial release of Eudora, 
Available POP mail client for the Macintosh 
New Releases of PCffCP Plus and May- Aug. 91 4 2 2 announcement of new versions of NCSA Telnet 
NCSA Telnet Now Available version 2.4 for Mac and version 2.3 for PC; FTP 
Inc.'s PC!fCP Plus 2.05 
NeXT: What's in It for Networking Oct. 88 1 5 1 discussion of the features of the NeXT computer 
including its built-in networking hardware and 
software 
Novell Gives Networking Products to Jan. 89 2 1 2 announcement of a Novell Inc. donation to the 
Uofl university including computer hardware, 
software, and cash for the implementation of 
several Novell LANs 
Site License for PCffCP & NetBIOS: Oct. - Nov. 90 3 7 description of DOS-based commercial TCPIIP 
Internet Applications for DOS applications for the PC available through a 
machines CCSO site license 
Take A Number Please!!! Sept. - Oct 91 4 3 6 advice on naming AppleTalk zones and ~' Interconnecting AppleTalk Networks assigning network numbers on an AppleTalk 
network 
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Network Technologies 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Access Methods: Traffic Control on Oct. 89 2 5 4 description of the topology and technology of 
the Network Token Ring (IBM and Proteon) and Ethernet 
networks 
Campus Connectivity: The Long and Aug. 89 2 3 2 description of local area network topologies and 
Winding Road technologies in general as well as a specific 
discussion of the campus backbone architecture 
Data Communication Using the B-jack June 88 1 1 1 discussion of how the data communications jack 
(B-jack) can be used for in-building networking 
Network Performance: Numbers Can Nov. - Dec. 88 6 1 discussion of the relationship of the potential 
Lie signaling speed of a network (or piece of 
hardware) and actual throughput 
The Voyager Spacecraft and UI Sept. 89 2 4 3 comparison between the speed of digitally 
Networking: A New Perspective transmitted pictures from the Voyager spacecraft 
and the speed of various types of UIUCnet 
connections 
Oxford English Dictionary Online 
Title Issue Date Vol. N.o. Pg.# Comments/Description 
How To's of OED2 Apr. 90 3 3 discussion and instructions on how to use the 
Online Oxford English Dictionary. 
Introducing the Oxford English Jan. 90 3 1 1 announcement of the online Oxford English 
Dictionary V2 Dictionary and brief instructions on how to 
access and use it 
Ph 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.# Comments/Description 
Changes in Ph Weather Apr. 90 3 3 6 instructions for accessing weather information 
via the Ph Nameserver 
Finding an E-mail Address Oct. 89 2 5 1 instructions on how to use the CCSO Nameserver 
(Ph) to access and/or modify e-mail address 
information 
Free Public Access to 'Ph' Feb. - Mar. 90 3 2 7 announcement of public access to the Ph 
Nameserver through a public "phones" login on 
ux1 
Interactive Ph available to All Aug. 88 3 4 instructions on how to change your personal 
entry in the CCSO Nameserver, Ph 
Mail Forwarding Available Apr. 89 2 2 2 instructions on how to use the CCSO N ameserver 
(Ph) to forward mail 
Ph Now Serving the Spring Timetable Nov. 91 4 4 6 instructions for accessing the spring 1992 
academic timetable on the Ph Nameserver 
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Ph Weather Upgraded Dec. 89 2 7 5 instructions on how to extract weather 
information from the CCSO Nameserver, Ph 
Q&A: How Can I Change Information Feb. - Mar. 90 3 2 6 instructions on modifying one's personal 
in My "Ph" Entry? directory entry in the Ph Nameserver 
Spring Timetable Available Online Oct. - Nov. 90 3 7 3 discussion and instructions on how to use the 
Spring academic timetable available through the 
CCSO Nameserver, Ph 
Timetable Now Online Jan. 90 3 1 3 discussion and instructions on bow to use the 
Spring academic timetable available through the 
CCSO Nameserver, Ph 
Protocols 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
3270 Terminal Emulation: Getting to Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 3 discussion of the software, hardware, and 
ffiM Mainframes through UIUCnet commands necessary to access CCSO and AISS 
ffiM mainframes in full-screen mode 
Campus Connectivity: The Long and Aug. 89 2 3 2 description of local area network topologies and 
Winding Road technologies in general as well as a specific 
discussion of the campus backbone architecture 
CSO Offers DECnet to TCPIIP Gateway July 88 1 2 1 description of a gateway that provides electronic 
Service mail, remote login, and file transfer between 
DECnet and TCPIIP computers 
CSO Software Site License: Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 9 description of FTP Software Inc.'s application 
LANWatcb-Network Protocol for analyzing network traffic 
Analyzer 
National Connectivity: UI's Access to Nov. 89 2 6 1 description of the technology and history 
the World through ... the Internet behind the TCPIIP-based international network 
known as the Internet 
Software 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Archie: Directory of Anonymous FTP Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 6 description and brief tutorial on the fust archie 
Archive Sites and What They Offer server located at McGill University 
Retrieving Software by Anonymous Oct. 88 1 5 4 brief instructions on bow to use anonymous ftp 
FIP to obtain software from computers on which you 
do not have an account 
System Security 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
An Invasion from Sherwood Forest Jan. 89 2 1 1 Reprint of anecdotal USENET article on the 
importance of system security on multi-user 
computers 
Protect Your Data by Practicing Safe Dec. 91 - Jan. 92 5 4 10 description of the Michelangelo, Caterpillar, 
Computing and Bloody! viruses and anti-virus software used 
to detect and eliminate them 
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Security Measures: Protecting Your Oct. 89 2 5 3 description of various measures that can be taken 
Files and Your System (e.g., password protection, backing up files, 
etc.) to protect one's personal files in a 
networked environment 
Users Warned against FfP Security July - Aug. 90 3 5 2 discussion of the vulnerability of computers 
Problem running an FfP server without proper password 
protection 
TCP/IP 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
National Connectivity: Ul's Access to Nov. 89 2 6 1 description of the technology and history 
the World through ... the Internet behind the TCPIIP-based international network 
known as the Internet 
Site License for PCffCP & NetBIOS: Oct. - Nov. 90 3 7 1 description of OOS-based commercial TCPIIP 
Internet Applications for OOS applications for the PC available through a 
machines CCSO site license 
Telnet 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
AISS Implements New Procedures for Nov. 91 4 4 4 announcement of the new telnet address for ACN 
Telnet Access to the ACN access and implementation of the Client Access 
System (CAS) 
Library Computer System Accessible Jan. 89 2 2 instructions on accessing the online library 
by Telnet catalog via telnet 
Micro Resource Center Has Public Oct. 89 2 5 6 instructions on how to obtain public domain 
Domain Telnet Software telneVtn3270 software from the CSO Micro 
Resource Center 
New Releases of PCffCP Plus and May- Aug. 91 4 2 2 announcement of new versions of NCSA Telnet 
NCSA Telnet Now Available version 2.4 for Mac and version 2.3 for PC; FTP 
Inc.'s PCffCP Plus 2.05 
Site License for PCfi'CP & NetBIOS: Oct. -Nov. 90 3 7 1 description of OOS-based commercial TCPIIP 
Internet Applications for OOS applications for the PC available through a 
machines CCSO site license 
UI Administrative Network Supports Sept. 89 2 4 3 announcement of ACN implementation and 
Telnet support for the telnet utility on AISS mainframes 
Terminal Server 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Gandalf Switch Gone after July 12 May- June 90 3 4 1 announcement of the deactivation of the Gandalf 
switch, a device previously used for dial-in 
access to CCSO mainframes 
Introducing the Terminal Server Sept. 89 2 4 2 description and instructions on bow to use the 
CCSO terminal server dial-up facility to access 
UIUCnet via modem 
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New Chicago Terminal Server Feb.- Apr. 91 4 3 phones numbers and specifications for UIC's 
terminal server which can be used to access 
UIUCnet 
New Terminal Sever Access-To-Host Dec. 90- Jan. 91 3 8 6 announcement of new policy making it possible 
Policy to login to any TCPIIP host in the uiuc and uic 
domains from the terminal server 
Terminal Servers Support Full Screen May- June 90 3 4 1 announcement and instructions on support for 
ModetoVMD full-screen vmd sessions via the CCSO terminal 
server 
UIUCnet Services 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
2nd Call: Class Rosters On-Line Oct. 89 2 5 7 instructions on bow faculty and TA's can obtain 
up-to-date class rosters online 
Access to the World through a Network Dec. 89 2 7 1 description of the technology and history 
Known as BITNET behind the mM-based educational network 
known as BTINET (Because It's Tune Network) 
Additional System Outage Notification Jan. 90 3 1 3 announcement that scheduled network system 
Procedure outages will be posted to the newsgroup 
uiuc.campusnet and brief discussion of the CCSO 
status server 
AISS Services Can Aid Office Dec. 89 2 7 3 introduction to the basic services offered by the 
Organization Administrative Information Systems and 
Services unit on campus 
Announcing E-mail to Fax Gateway Feb. - Mar. 90 3 2 4 announcement and instructions on the CCSO 
e-mail to fax gateway, which permits sending 
e-mail messages directly to a fax machine 
anywhere in the U.S. 
Archie Client Installed on CSO Unix Sept. - Oct 91 4 3 7 description of the archie client on Unix 
Machines machines and instructions on bow to use it. 
Changes in Ph Weather Apr.90 3 3 6 instructions for accessing weather information 
via the Ph Nameserver 
ClariNet "Electronic Newspaper" Site Oct. - Nov. 90 3 7 3 brief description of the ClariNet "electronic 
License newspaper" containing a wide variety of timely 
information and available on through Netnews 
Class Rosters Now On-Line Sept. 89 2 4 3 instructions on bow faculty and TA's can obtain 
up-to-date class rosters online 
Computer Networking at the U of I Sept. 90 3 6 description of networking activities at UIUC 
with emphasis on UIUCnet and the services it 
offers 
CSO Offers DECnet to TCPIIP Gateway July 88 1 2 1 description of a gateway that provides electronic 
Service mail, remote login, and fue transfer between 
DECnet and TCPIIP computers 
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Finding an E-mail Address Oct. 89 2 5 1 instructions on how to use the CCSO Nameserver 
(Ph) to access and/or modify e-mail address 
information 
Freshman Meet the ClllEF Oct. 89 2 5 7 announcement of the campus information 
bulletin board (GillDE), formerly called CIDEF 
GUIDE Takes Over for CmEF May- Aug. 91 4 2 4 announcement of the new name (GillDE) for 
mucnet's campus-wide information system 
formally named CIDEF 
How the LCS Gateway Works Jan. 89 2 1 3 description of the technology and procedures 
involved in connecting to the online library 
catalog via the LCS gateway and the commands 
used once connected 
How To's of OED2 Apr. 90 3 3 1 discussion and instructions on bow to use the 
Online Oxford English Dictionary. 
ILUNET Online Gets an Interface Lift Dec. 91 -Jan. 92 4 5 description of mainframe library interface to 
ILUNET Online accessible via telnet 
Interactive Ph available to All Aug. 88 1 3 4 instructions on how to change your personal 
entry in the CCSO Nameserver, Ph 
Introducing the Oxford English Jan. 90 3 1 announcement of the online Oxford English 
Dictionary V2 Dictionary and brief instructions on how to 
access and use it 
Introducing the Terminal Server Sept. 89 2 4 2 description and instructions on bow to use the 
CCSO terminal server dial-up facility to access 
mucnet via modem 
Library Computer System Accessible Jan. 89 2 1 2 instructions on accessing the online library 
by Telnet catalog via telnet 
Mail Forwarding Available Apr. 89 2 2 2 instructions on bow to use the CCSO Nameserver 
(Ph) to forward mail 
Measuring Network Reliability Nov. - Dec. 88 1 6 3 discussion of bow mucnet reliability 
information is collected, acted upon, and logged 
Network Maintenance Hours Dec. 89 2 7 3 discussion of the scheduled maintenance hours 
for illUCnet and maintenance information 
available through the CCSO status server 
New Central Stores Online Ordering Feb. - Apr. 91 4 1 3 description of AISS's online catalog for Central 
Stores (accessible over UIUCnet with a PROFS 
account) 
New Chicago Terminal Server Feb. - Apr. 91 4 1 3 phones numbers and specifications for illC's 
terminal server which can be used to access 
illUCnet 
New Deutsch Newsgroups Oct. - Nov. 90 3 7 4 announcement of German news groups added to 
CCSO Netnews server 
'Notesfiles' Keep Users Informed ... Aug. 89 2 3 3 description of the locally written interface to 
about Everything USENET/Netnews called "notes" and brief 
instructions on bow to use it 
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O&M Requests through E-mail Feb. - Mar. 90 3 2 7 announcement that University Operations and 
Maintenance will accept non-emergency work· 
requests via e-mail 
Opting for ffiM's Infonet Nov. 89 2 6 3 description of the many and varied services 
available through the ffiM Information Network 
(DN) 
Ph Now Serving the Spring Timetable Nov. 91 4 4 6 instructions for accessing the spring 1992 
academic timetable on the Ph Nameserver 
Ph Weather Upgraded Dec. 89 2 7 5 instructions on how to extract weather 
information from the CCSO Nameserver, Ph 
Q&A: How Can I Change Information Feb.- Mar. 90 3 2 6 instructions on modifying one's personal 
in My "Ph" Entry? directory entry in the Ph Nameserver 
Q&A: How Do I Access the Oct. 89 2 5 6 instructions on how to access the AISS 
Administrative Computing Machines mainframes using telnet or tn3270 
from UIUCnet? 
Q&A: How Do I Access the Library Dec. 89 2 7 4 instructions on how to connect to CCSO's 
Computer System Using Telnet? interface to the online library catalog 
(LCSgated) using telnet 
Q&A: What's the difference between Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 8 description and comparison of the three 
UIUCnet, Sytek LocalNet, and the networks known as UIUCnet, Sytek LocalNet, 
Administrative Computing Network and the Administrative Computing Network 
(ACN)? (ACN) 
Retrieving Software by Anonymous Oct. 88 1 5 4 brief instructions on how to use anonymous ftp 
FIP to obtain software from computers on which you 
do not have an account 
Spring Timetable Available Online Oct. - Nov. 90 3 7 3 discussion and instructions on how to use the 
Spring academic timetable available through the 
CCSO Nameserver, Ph 
Student Records Data Now Available to Dec. 91 - Jan. 92 5 4 10 discussion of the AISS SecureNet Key system, 
University Faculty and Staff over which permits dial-up and telnet users to access 
UIUCnet the Student Records database 
Terminal Servers Support Full Screen May- June 90 3 4 1 announcement and instructions on support for 
ModetoVMD full-screen vmd sessions via the CCSO terminal 
server 
Timetable Now Online Jan. 90 3 1 3 discussion and instructions on how to use the 
Spring academic timetable available through the 
CCSO Nameserver, Ph 
UI Administrative Network Supports Sept. 89 2 4 3 announcement of ACN implementation and 
Telnet support for the telnet utility on AISS mainframes 
UIUCnet-the University of Illinois June 88 1 1 2 description of the campus network and the 
Network services it offers 
University Class Rosters Online Feb. - Mar. 90 3 2 7 instructions on how faculty and TA's can obtain 
up-to-date class rosters online 
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USENET Options at U of I 
USENET: the Information Grapevine 
User Documentation 
Title 
AISS Publications Gamer Awards 
LCSgated and Terminal Server User 
Guides Available 
New Networking Documentation 
Available 
New PROFS Quick Reference Guide 
New User Guides Available 
GIFT & EXCHANGE DIV 
MAIN L. I BR:ARY 
~~OOM 314 
MC-522 
Jan. 90 3 
Jan. 90 3 
Issue Date Vol. 
Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 
July - Aug. 90 3 
Feb. - Apr. 91 4 
Oct. - Nov. 90 3 
Nov. 91 4 
page20 
1 2 discussion of client programs for reading Unix 
Netnews including the now obsolete program 
"notes" 
1 2 discussion of the Unix-based bulletin board 
service known as USENET or Netnews 
No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
8 7 announcement that two AISS publications won 
awards from Society for Technical 
Communication 
5 3 announcement of documentation for the 
UIUCnet interface to ILLINET Online (LCSgated) 
and the Terminal Server 
4 announcement of updated CCSO user guides 
covering the following topics: ILLINET Online 
(LCSgated), The CSO Terminal Servers, The CSO 
Nameserver ('Ph'), The Oxford English 
Dictionary ll (OED2), Understanding E-mail 
Addresses, CSO E-mail to Fax Gateway 
7 3 announcement of new AISS documentation for 
UICVMC's Professional Office System (PROFS 
which offers e-mail and calendaring 
4 6 announcement of the new CCSO User Guides, 
#202 The nn Netnews Reader and #401 Free 
Software .... 
